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I will be short and sweet this issue, as space is at a premium this time, which is great! 
 
Good to see novice drivers and some more women taking part. 
 
I am having major problems with my email. If you need to contact me please use the 
address above and not the free-online one.  
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GILES’ 
JOTTINGS 
It seems incredible to think that by the 
time you read these words it will already 
be early March, the Torbay Ttrial will be 
upon us and the Lands End trial is just a 
couple of weeks away. Yet here we are 
with five Championship events 
completed and after the Lands End, just 
one more round before the summer 
break. 
 
This year there will be no Kyrle in April 
due to forestry issues, so this will have 
to wait until early November. 
Unfortunately due to a crowded calendar 
this clashes with one of the Camel Vale 
events, but hopefully we can resolve this 
for 2017 if the dates permit. 
 
It is often questioned why so many 
events follow one after the other and 
then at other times there are gaps in the 
calendar and can’t something be done 
to spread the trials more evenly. This 
question overlooks the multitude of 
reasons that events take place on the 
same dates year after year. Many years 
ago, to avoid confusion, each club 
agreed to run their events on a set week 
number, with the exception of the Lands 
End due to it changing each year in line 
with Easter. This of course also has a 
knock-on effect for the events either 
side. 
 
In the early part of the year therefore, 
when the Lands End is in March, there 
is the potential for crowding, when it is in 
April, it can seem that there are gaps in 
the calendar. Add in other non-
championship trials, VSCC trials, other 
motorsport events put on by our various 
clubs and you can begin to see how 
dates become limited. Then include 
dates where clubs are restricted from 
using forestry land, Remembrance 
Sunday and Mothering Sunday and it 

becomes tighter still. Finally, the 
availability of the clerks of courses, club 
secretaries and marshals needs to be 
considered which often prohibits moving 
dates on a whim from year to year. 
 
The run of events one after another 
aren’t therefore set-up that way due to 
some sadistic choice of the organisers, 
rather very careful planning to ensure as 
many trials are accessible to our 
members as possible. 
 
Hopefully the fact that you are reading 
this tome confirms that I have received 
your membership form and you will also 
find yourselves receiving regulations by 
e-mail/post and are included in the 
championship tables. Membership 
numbers will be sent out soon, although 
these don’t typically change from year to 
year. If you aren’t sure what yours is, do 
not be concerned in terms of the 
championship, as I know who is a 
member and can add the scores 
accordingly when doing the tables. 
 
In this regards, you have probably 
realised that I have temporarily taken 
over as championship secretary until 
someone else steps forward to take up 
the role. I feel I have been asking for a 
while now, but we really need members 
to come forwards and assist with the 
running of the ACTC and are in 
desperate need of a new General 
Secretary. Stuart Harrold has kindly 
agreed to do what he can, when he can, 
until someone is found, but after so 
many years of service to the ACTC, it 
would be nice to see someone else 
volunteer to help out. 
 
The number of registered members for 
this year has remained fairly static, 
although it’s disappointing to see a few 
names no-longer renewing. Where I 
have chased, the usual response has 
been “I’m not doing many events this 
year, but may join again when I do”. If 
you’ve borrowed a copy of Restart and 
are reading this, please remember that 
the vast majority of members don’t 
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compete for the championship each 
year but remain members in order to 
support the association and ensure that 
the wider interests of the trials world are 
represented at various levels. Without 
the ACTC, the sport would have a very 
fractured governance and I suspect a lot 
of sections would disappear very 
quickly. For all those who have renewed 
however, thank you for your continuing 
support of this association and the sport 
as a whole. 
 
With regards rules, most of you won’t 
have missed the significant discussions 
relating to the use of grip tyres that took 
place last year. For the next meeting 
there is arguably a bigger decision to be 
made, which will certainly affect the 
future of the sport in terms of what 
engines are allowable. 
 
Since a Duratec engine was first 
installed in a trials prepared Escorts 
there has been considerable debate as 
to whether this was a positive move, or 
something that should have been 
prevented. At the time and to up until 
now, as long as certain criteria is met, 
our rules have allowed a modern engine 
to be fitted to a classic car and more 
than one vote has taken place at 
allowing their continued use and yet still 
the arguments remain. At the meeting 
this April therefore, there is a proposal 
to be voted on that will prevent the use 
of engines that weren’t available during 
the period in which the model of car was 
manufactured. Please take the time to 
discuss this with your club and ensure 
your delegate understands the majority 
decision before attending the meeting. 
Do not wait until after the vote has taken 
place to express your views as it will be 
too late. I am keen to put this discussion 
to bed for at least the next ten to fifteen 
years, so that all competitors know 
where they stand moving forwards and 
can build cars to agreed rules that are 
unlikely to change before the lifecycle of 
their engines has expired.  

If the decision taken goes against what 
you would ideally like, then please 
accept that it is a democratic process as 
we do not intend to review it again. I’ve 
written elsewhere in this magazine what 
the simple arguments are on each side, 
but remember, it is your views through 
your club that will sway one decision or 
another, NOT what the ACTC 
committee decide! 
 
Finally, I have been trying to push along 
the steering committee I first mooted 
soon after taking up the position of 
ACTC chairman and over the past 12 
months have spoken to several people 
regarding acting as representatives for 
their respective class. 
 
These are currently: 
 
Class 1 – James Shallcross 
Class 2 – Bill Bennett 
Class 3 – Matt Facey 
Class 4 – Ryan Tonkin 
Class 5 – Jonathan Toulmin 
Class 6 – Mike Ellis 
Class 7 – Pete Hart (who will act as Chair for any 
discussions and report back to the main ACTC) 
Class 8 - Tris White 
 
The aim is to simply provide another 
channel for competitors to express their 
views on issues that specifically affect 
their class. My intention is for this to add 
to the information fed back to the ACTC 
meetings to ensure the most informed 
decisions possible can be made by 
clubs who otherwise might not have 
strong feelings on certain items being 
discussed. 
 
What it is not meant to be, is a method 
for everyone to complain about 
everyone else in their class, as if this 
happens, the representatives will fairly 
quickly walk away and the process fail. 
Remember, your class representative 
wants to enjoy their trialling as well and 
doesn’t want to simply be an ear for 
minor complaints every time they come 
out to drive. 
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The spring council meeting of the ACTC 
will take place on Sunday 24th April at 
‘The Majors Retreat’, Tormarton. If you 
have anything that you want to put on 
the agenda it must be with me by latest 
Sunday 13th March. I can then issue the 
agenda in good time for delegates to 
circulate and discuss within the 
organisation they represent. I do hope 
that there will be a good attendance 
from all member clubs of the ACTC at 
this meeting. 
 
I started my classic trialing year by 
marshalling on the MCC Exeter Trial. My 
pal Geoff Howell and I had offered our 
marshalling services and were allocated 
to the final hill of the main trial, Slippery 
Sam. As it was the final hill I was certain 
that it would be a late finish, but no 
problem as it was only 3 miles to our 
hotel in Babbacombe.  
 
We left Ross-on-Wye at a civilised 8.00 
am. One hundred and thirty-one miles 
later, at 10.20, we arrived at Slippery 
Sam after a traffic free run down the M5. 
Parked up, said good morning to the 
farmer whose land is either side of the 

hill and who provides a giant tow tractor 
to pull the failures out.  Signed on and 
we were asked to marshal the Restart. 
At least we were well away from the red 
slurry pit on the exit that was deeper 
than ever this year. Walked up the hill to 
the Restart and got into position by 
11.15, the hill due to open at 12.15. We 
positioned ourselves up a very slippery 
muddy bank, with not much room for 
moving about. In fact I found a slab of 
flat rock about 18 inches square to stand 
on for several hours. I now know how 
Nelson feels on the top of his column!  
We had to endure strong wind, rain and 
hail flurries throughout our time on the 
hill, but as it was a sunken lane we did 
have some protection from the 
elements.  
 
The first bikes arrive early at around 
11.35 and they attack the hill. Lots of 
grip as the mud has been washed off the 
stone base and rock slabs. The sidecar 
outfits are impressive with several 
‘cleaning’ the hill. Later, mixed up with 
the cars, we get five real enthusiasts 
who are all riding little Honda ‘step 
through’ bikes the type that you normally 
see delivering pizza. They all 
successfully restart and climb the hill, 
very impressive. The cars start to arrive 
around 13.30 but they are well spaced 
out with long waits between groups. The 
giant tractor is only required to rescue 2 
or 3 cars. We had very few fails by those 
having to do a Restart.  
 
Generally there were very few fails on 
the hill. At 16.30 it was dark and raining 
quite hard but still cars are arriving. 

Finally, a big thank you to Kathy Martin 
(of the Northern and Chairmans Trial in 
the same weekend fame), who has kindly 
volunteered to help collect the motorbike 
trials each year. This is a big help when 
trying to collate things for the dinner 
dance. This year the evening will take 
place on Saturday the 18th June this year 

at Padbrook Park, Cullompton and as 
always, is a chance to get together 
during the summer break and recognise 
last year’s awards winners and have a 
night socialising away from the hills. We 
hope to build on last year’s success and 
hope as many of you as possible will be 
able to attend. I hope to see you there. 
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Finally the course closing car arrives at 
18.35. We hand in the score sheet, slide 
down our bank and stumble down the hill 
in darkness, remove wet and muddy 
gear and head to Babbacombe and our 
hotel. Arrive at our hotel with just time for 
a quick wash and change then walk 
around to the Trecarn Hotel. Meet up 
with Ross members Vic, Neil, Richard 
and Ian, who both have had a successful 
trial in class 0. Into the bar and at last at 
19.35 I have a pint in my hand, delightful! 
Great club supper with friends, lots of 
chat and finally tumble into bed at 
midnight. Another very good and social 
MCC trial. 
 
A band of 5 marshals from Ross & 
District Motor Sports Club were out on 
the Clee Hills Trial. We arrived as 
requested at 11.00 am in the forest at 
Priors Holt. The plan was for us to 
marshal Priors Holt 6 for classes 7 and 8 
then moved a short way to marshal 
Priors Holt 7 for classes 0 to 6. That was 
the plan but we had to change it. After 
waiting at Priors Holt 6 for 3 hours 
without a car I phoned the Clerk of the 
Course to see what was going on. He 
explained that there had been some 
major hold ups so we then decided to 
cancel PH 6 and run all classes up PH7 
with no tyre pressure limits. I stood 
everybody down including 3 rescue Land 
Rovers and a few spectators and we all 
moved to PH7 and got set up and 
waited. Eventually at around 3.00pm 
some class 7 and 8 cars started to arrive 
slowly and with big gaps between them. 
Just as it was getting dark classes 0 to 6 
started to trickle in.  
 
 
By the time it was really dark a few 
competitors decided not to attempt the 
hill and just take a score of 12. The 
entrance to the hill was difficult, across a 
ditch off the forestry track and up 
between 2 very big trees, not so easy in 
the dark. We had to use the Land Rover 
to extract a few failures.  
 

At last at around 6.00pm the last car 
arrived and we could pack up after our 7-
hour shift. It was difficult for the marshals 
to get down off the hill in the pitch black 
dark as few had any form of light as we 
had all expected to finish well before 
dark. I then had another problem; the 
electrically operated driver’s window on 
my Jimny had stuck down, the switch 
had failed! So we drove out of the forest 
complex in quite a draughty car passing 
competitor’s still queuing to attempt the 
last hill. Once on the A49 we pulled into 
a well lit garage and with my Swiss army 
knife, a roll of tank tape I always carry to 
events and a large blue plastic sack that 
had held the kit for our hill we managed 
to completely cover the open window 
space. Repair done we set off home at a 
steady pace to stop the plastic flapping 
too much.  
 
I dropped off Richard Andrews and 
arrived home at 8.00pm. By this time a 
large beer and a hot meal were most 
welcome. This had been a day of above 
and beyond the call of duty marshalling, 
7 hours for just 60 or less cars. 
Something had obviously gone wrong 
somewhere but I am sure the dedicated 
band from MAC will have learnt from it. 
 
I could not make it to the Cotswold 
Clouds Trial this year as instead of 
watching cars climbing muddy, slippery 
hills I was busy sliding down snowy 
slippery hills in Bansko, Bulgaria. I had 
great weather and an added bonus 
arrived home after a weeks skiing with all 
body parts working properly. Bulgaria is 
an interesting country and everything is 
very cheap. 
 
As previously mentioned, I have given 
notice that I want to hand over the 
position of ACTC Hon. Sec, after having 
the job for seven plus years. Giles is 
busy looking for a replacement but if you 
fancy taking up the position please 
contact Giles or me. 
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Allen Trial  by Paul Eamer 
 

T his year’s Allen Trial once again 
saw an excellent full entry with 
reserves. Towards the end of 
the entry field a small gaggle of 

Stroud & District Motor Club members 
ran together. This gaggle was made up 
of a mixture of both newish vehicles and 
newish drivers but thankfully the gaggle 
was led by the expertise and reliability of 
Mike Workman and his Golden Valley 
Special!!! Behind Mike was 18-year old 
Izzie Linforth competing in her first road 
trial using a MKII Ford Escort with able 
passengers Mark Hobbs and Izzie’s 
boyfriend, Joe Brown. Behind Izzie was 
her Dad, Mark with brother, Henry, as 
passenger. Mark was driving a newly 
acquired MG Special that he had 
recently got to grips with by competing 
at S&DMC’s PCTs and the recent 
Mechanics Trial and behind Mark was 
18-year old Ryan Eamer in a newly built 
Cannon passenger’d by Dad, Paul. This 
was Ryan’s second road trial after 
having previously completed the 
Mechanics Trial. 
 
The weather looked set to be very mixed 
for the day with significant rain having 
fallen the week and more importantly the 
day before. 
 
Tog Hill, the first hill, was its usual nerve 
settling start to the trial with no issues for 
the quartet of Stroud runners. Onto 
Bitton Lane which was a straight climb 
for class 8 but with a restart in place for 
some of the lower classes. This I’m sure 
was to balance proceedings over the 
rest of the day. The Stroud gaggle were 
ok apart from Izzie who struggled to get 
to grips with the Escort on the slippery 
surface and dropped a six. She was not 
the only one to have failed the restart 
and the section saw fifteen competitors 
to fail here. 
 
From leaving Bitton Lane the weather 
took a turn for the worst and we had 
torrential rain all the way to Big Uplands. 

Quite an experience I hadn’t benefited 
from for many years sat in the 
passenger seat of a trials car!! We were 
greeted at Uplands by Del Lloyd who 
then directed us to the rest of the Stroud 
marshalling contingent and the start of 
Big Uplands. The recent grading of the 
section meant that any previous 
difficulties for competitors in past years 
were long forgotten. A clean sheet was 
obtained by the whole field. 
 
From Big Uplands we travelled to Guys 
Hill and the anticipation of a difficult 
restart. Guys Hill did not disappoint! We 
were able to see most class 6 to 8 cars 
promptly stop at the restart and then 
spin up with considerable wheel spin 
and tyre smoke. Most cars opted to stop 
on the right hand side of the restart and 
this included Mike Workman. Brute force 
and ‘a second gear launch’ off the 
restart saw him move a few car lengths 
before he came to a halt. He benefited 
from scoring 2 fewer than those who 
didn’t move off the restart. Mark Linforth 
tried an alternative approach to the 
restart line and also benefited from 
moving a couple of car lengths also 
dropping a 4. Now it was Ryan’s turn – 
due to seeing no successes from the 
right hand side we opted to stop on the 
left hand side. Not a good decision – we 
didn’t move. We later saw Nick Farmer’s 
master class on You Tube in getting off 
the restart – an excellent climb. 
 
From Guys Hill we then drove to Travers 
and a tricky restart for the higher classes 
which saw a number of failures across 
all the classes. From leaving Travers we 
then turned into the open expanse of 
Ubley. With the recent torrential rain 
both sections were lacking in grip on the 
wet grassland. A long wait at Ubley 1 
was caused by difficulty in getting to the 
section. No issues for the Stroud gaggle 
here before driving across the grassland 
to Ubley 2. A difficult restart ably 
marshalled by Stuart Ridge awaited us. 
No amount of bouncing or right foot saw 
any improvement on a score of 6 for 
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Ryan – we did move though, but not 
enough to drop a lower score. Both Mike 
and Mark scored one less and Izzie 
scored a 3 which a highly respectable 
score within class 3. 
 
After Ubley we completed Burledge – a 
fraction of its former self – no problems 
here. We then travelled to a new area for 
Bristol Motor Club for three sections in 
Fry’s Bottom. What an excellent venue 
and three excellent sections found by 
Pete Hart and Mark Tooth. Fry’s Bottom 
1 was a short blast up a very steep 
slippery climb.  
 
The start of the section had a slight left 
hand kink at the start which prevented 
too much speed being gained from the 
start. The highest scores all day were 
from the Scimitars of Aaron Haizelden 
and Keith Saunders in class 5, Dudley 
Sterry in class 7 and then Terry Hart and 
Nick Farmer from class 8 – all scored a 
2. Mark, Mike and Ryan all scored 3s but 
Ryan was a little unlucky as he climbed 
higher than Mark and Mike but was a 
few inches short of the 3 marker. 
 
A long wait then commenced for Fry’s 
Bottom 2. It was worth the wait!!! A long 
straight climb that then deviated on an 
adverse camber and restart. This proved 
difficult for many in class 8 – only 7 
cleans out of a class of 18. Fortunately 
Mark Linforth, Mike Workman and Ryan 
were all successful here. 
 
Onto Fry’s Bottom 3 which was a mixed 
surface climb and again a restart for 
many. Not easy by any stretch of the 
imagination as can be seen from the 
results. 
 

We were now well behind schedule due 
to a few delays and drove via Uplands to 
the last section. Unfortunately Little 
Uplands was cancelled for safety 
reasons as a tree looked as if it would 
fall in the terrible weather conditions. We 
were able to wave to the Stroud Motor 
Club marshals as we passed by. 
 
Onto the last section – John Walker. It 
was pitch black dark now and we formed 
an orderly queue in three lines in 
trepidation for the section ahead. Tyre 
pressures adjusted and then through the 
ford at the bottom. A successful climb 
from Ryan, although at the top after 
stopping the car to re-inflate the tyres, 
the car was dead. Our first troubles of 
the day. No torch but with the benefit of 
the mobile phone torch the main battery 
feed to the fuse box was reconnected 
and we were on our way back to the 
finish. 
 
An excellent evening meal was served 
by the Bull at Hinton before returning to 
the trailer park to load up. The more 
observant later competitors may have 
also spotted Alex Lovell, the HTV News 
presenter also dining at The Bull. 
Despite the dreadful weather I sure 
everyone will agree that the Allen was 
once again an excellent trial. Our thanks 
must go to Bristol Motor Club and the 
usual team Pete, Mark, Carlie and others 
who organise the event. Also a huge 
thanks to the marshals for the event – 
the weather was far from great and 
certainly many will have been in the 
dreadful weather longer than expected. 
 

The Camel Classic Trial 
by John Charles 

 

C amel Classic! Not done that 
one before and my eldest son 
had a free weekend and 
wanted to do a trial before 

Christmas so off with the entry, hotel 

booked and Saturday 5th I collected 
Robin at lunch and off we set sharing 
the drive down, both of us grateful to 
"gertie" the sat nav lady sometimes 
called more explicit names) negotiating 
the motorway network around 
Birmingham six and a half hours later 
we settled into the premier inn noting 
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three Beetles a BMW z3 and Bill 
Bennett’s MG also parked up. A 
pleasant meal followed, it's nice to catch 
up with family they have busy lives 
Robins son is motorbike trailing. Next 
morning are we going to put the hood 
up? No. Arriving at the start we realised 
why " Camel" trial it's a river! round 
these parts. Park up unload scrutineer 
check in numbers on and wait. A few 
faces around several I spoke to had 
done the event several times, new to 
everyone me included 3 mins. Between 
cars then a break after class! Time will 
tell. Well off we go first car no 13 (I am 
not superstitious-good job)  
 
A short run to Helligan 1 where a test 
was laid out for what was to become our 
constant companions the motorbikes. 
Off we set up a long sweeping grassy 
left hander to the restart, no further. 
Helligan 2 a blast up a muddy track 
between trees. Back to the road another 
short run to section 3 Shellwood, the 
start was level turning left to what looked 
like a muddy uphill drag, my mistake 
went slightly wide the lump I hit taking 
most of the momentum the main section 
merely a distant view! Off again to 
sections 4,5,6. 
 
Penkestle 1 a grippy uphill right hander 
then left to the gods. We watched the 
bikes, chairs first then solos, very 
impressive I am an old git but I don't 
think I have ever had the bottle to do the 
"chair" bit. A short track to a marshal 
and companion holding us bike watching 
again section 5 then on to Clinnick 
section 6. I had seen some of this on u 
tube with lights on so thought it must be 
early this year, bikes gone we did see a 
few cars entering the forest complex. It 
was our turn max revs pedal to the floor 
and hope, a steep Flint like surface 
sweeping to the right getting looser 
there is only so far you can go with 45 
odd BHP, turn round and the return 
decent of failure. 
 

Out we go and a little further to section 
7, ten miles or so main road one of the 
chairs following 45/50 mph looking in the 
mirror on one corner the passenger was 
parallel with the road!! Didn't say 
anything to Robin his son may be doing 
that soon (hope not) across from 
Polmorla Iron works in the garden centre 
which appears to be in old quarry 
workings the section began turning 
sharp right uphill with a deviation cars 
right bikes straight on mud and massive 
tree roots making it short and sweet 
again the bikes were fantastic to watch 
presenting you with a face full of mud 
and pebble dashing everything. The 
local horses soon took to the adjoining 
field much to Robin’s relief. 
 
Another short drive followed by about 1 
mile of forest tract led to 8/9 the 
Pheasant Pluckers, don't try this pissed!! 
Encouragement from a marshal I went 
down to 5 PSI. I have only recently 
obtained some bespoke steel wheels 
enabling radial tyres, previously 16 inch 
3 1/2 J wheels meant cross ply 
motorbike tyres. A recent Liege owner. 
Ray Ferguson a motorbiker for years, 
apparently he was fed up falling off!! 
Persuaded me to go tubeless, well 
thanks Ray they didn't come off. Eight 
and nine passed and so to Pump 
House, quite a change we met two 
Marlins and all watched the antics of the 
bikers one chair hit a tree undaunted 
they jumped the outfit to one side and 
endeavoured to continue, one bike 
dumped the clutch and almost did a 
wheelie all the way up! Good to watch.  
 
Pump House yet another blast up a 
bank. Next 11 Jab and Left Hook a short 
wait for the marshals look at the bikes 
again one chair had a female riding l 
think she was Megan her passenger 
Crystal not sure which may even have 
been Julie another passenger was 
saying she was heavier than last year! 
There wasn't an ounce of fat on any of 
them but they had b---- I bet they would 
have done well on " the jungle" drive on 
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The 2016 Exeter Trial 
by Ray Goodright 

M y present  Arkley is a “maid 
of all work” and so during 
2015 I drove four track days, 
used the car as a run about 

and was delighted to complete the 
Exeter and Land’s End Trials. Trials 
success now is getting to the finish and 
climbing a reasonable number of 
sections ! 
 
For the 2016 Exeter I was accompanied 
by Adrian Booth and we arrived at 
Sourton Cross in good time to be 
scrutineered efficiently before signing 
on. The drive to Haynes Museum was 
completed  in the rain that was to be a 
major feature of the event. With the rest 
of the scrutineering completed we 
enjoyed a meal and chatted to various 
competitors before setting off on time to 
the first special test. Having completed 
the test we set off in extremely heavy 
rain for Classic Canes, the flooded 
roads at one point so bad the water 
splashed completely over the car, 
obscuring vision for a few seconds and 
setting up a misfire!  
 
At the first section we lifted the bonnet 
for the first of innumerable times, dried 
out the engine then successfully climbed 
the muddy, rutted hill with the engine 
running on all cylinders. We were later 

to hear that Dave Simmons, car 179, 
had encountered the same problem with 
the “water splash” which later caused 
his failure on section 1 and ultimately 
retirement from the trial. 
 
With the rain easing we arrived at 
Underdown. A very tight, rutted left hand 
bend at the start of the section almost 
caught us out but we made it out ok with 
lots of banging and crashing from under 
the car. Driving on to Musbury Control 
we were running early and had not yet 
encountered any queues 
 
Much to our surprise the entry/exit road 
to Norman’s Hump and Clinton was 
deserted. Last year I failed to even get 
to the restart box on Norman’s so let the 
tyres down to 11 psi, gave the car plenty 
of throttle and stopped low in the restart 
area then proceeded to bang and crash 
to the top! On  through the woods and 
we parked behind the Suzuki number 
205 of Steven Price. A short wait and 
onto the rough, stony, undulating 
section that is Clinton . The level of grip 
was excellent and we cleared the 
section non-stop. Waterloo followed 
shortly and after a wait of around half an 
hour we again found plenty of grip on 
the long, rough section and got safely to 
the top. 
 
Driving on towards Stretes we followed 
number 205 again and saw him move 
left to avoid an oncoming car and slip 

a tricky re start after a grippy climb 
caught me I missed the box.  
 
Hustyn next a flinty uphill blast with a 
right flick at the top, not quite and 
mounted a tree stump on the way down 
bugger nearly out of excuses. Bishop 
no13 came and went, I said I wasn't 
superstitious. 14 Actress came didn't 
make re start and so to the finish. 
 
A little wet we loaded up cleaned up 
signed off and home to Sheffield thanks 

to the early start (No I) was home for 9-
30. Six hundred and twenty-mile round 
trip enjoyed the trial thanks to all 
especially marshals who looked like 
being out late the field having a spread 
of approx 3 hours.  
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into the roadside ditch and come to an 
immediate stop, unable to move. His 
immediate concern was to let the car 
ahead of him, 203 Gary Price, know 
what has happened and asked us to 
catch him. Unfortunately we didn’t 
manage to do so until the bottom of 
Stretes but as the route after the section 
again used the road Steven was stuck 
on, we both drove Stretes and saw he 
had been dragged back on the road. We 
were given to understand a similar fate 
befell a buggy there! Deep puddles were 
encountered on the way to Observed 
Test 2 which we completed ok and then 
down to Passaford Lane which we flew 
up in 2nd gear 
 
We arrived at Crealy a few minutes 
early to enjoy a breakfast. While waiting 
I checked the water level and as it was a 
bit down added ½ litre then set off to 
Tillerton. The temperature gauge 
caused concern on the way, and whilst 
waiting in the long queue I again added 
water. Around an hour and a half later 
we drove the long, rocky hill. Next was 
Fingle where we watched 213 Jon 
Moores in his gorgeous 2litre Ford 
engined MG J2 storm off the line. Ours 
was an uneventful drive to the top 
though it has become much rougher 
over the years. 
 
We travelled on to Wooston not really 
expecting to get far as I’ve struggled 
here in a much more competitive car. 
With tyres set to 10 psi I then checked 
the water level again and had to add 
more. Where was it going? Much 
manoeuvring of the short queue to let 
failed cars down followed and after 
watching Jon Moores start his attempt 
we were off. We had no restart so we 
flew –literally at times – over the restart 
box area and straight up the steep climb 
and round the bend. Amazingly and with 
much whooping and shouting we 
cleared it. Waiting for the following noise 
test a disappointed Jon explained how 
he hit a rock and veered into the bank at 
the side of the section. 

On the way to the rest halt I noticed a 
shake developing in the steering and we 
stopped near Moreton Hampstead to 
investigate. Tightening the driver’s side 
wheel nuts seemed to cure the problem. 
Ilsington control followed where we were 
instructed to park outside, beside the 
‘No Parking’ signs!! After a cup of tea I 
again checked the water, topped up and 
refilled the bottles I always carry. I was 
now getting really worried about where 
the water was going but the Arkley was 
running well. I also gave the wheel nuts 
a further tighten before we joined the 
huge queue for Simms. 
 
Unfortunately we waited 1 1/2 hours, 
getting more and more worried we’d get 
no-where as amongst many others we 
watched Lester Keat (200) and Roger 
Bricknell (189) reverse back down. The 
restart was higher this year than I 
remember for Class 7 but we got away 
ok and with lots of spinning and tyre 
smoke got within a few feet of the top. 
So close, in fact, that with a quick push 
from a couple of marshals we drove out 
the top. It felt like a success.  
 
Driving the track to Tipley the 
temperature gauge showed we were low 
on water again and we used all we had 
before clearing the rocky section, on 11 
psi this time. Getting very concerned 
that we might not reach Slippery Sam 
we diverted slightly to find more and a 
helpful young man at a cafe provided all 
we needed. We arrived at the section in 
the dark, added all our water and 
lacking the mountaineering equipment 
that appeared necessary, we failed to 
climb the cliff at the restart. The lane out 
seemed to be a red river and as we 
progressed through the ever deepening 
water filled dips, the car dropped to 3 
then 2 cylinders. We kept moving 
though and eventually got out. With the 
car overheating as we crept towards the 
finish I pulled over to let a car pass. The 
driver stopped to call out that I had no 
rear lights of any kind! 
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2016 Exeter Trial 
by Nick Farmer 
 

A round September time, partly 
due to a hectic 2015 ACTC 
championship campaign, I had 
decided to give the MCC trials a 

miss for 2016. So I thought, for 
something a little different, I would offer 
my class 8 Cannon Alfa to Katrina 
Selwood (Trine), for those who don't 
know, wife of Alan, mother of Norton 
and Jack (and me it has been said). 
Trine has driven the car on the Testing 
Trial and at Windwhistle MC's Bovey 
Down single venue trial giving a certain 
Mr White in a blue Troll a bit of a scare 
at one point, so I had no doubt the car 
would be in good hands, besides I was 
going to be riding shotgun. When the 
offer was made Trine was a little unsure 
at first, understandably as the MCC trials 
can be very taxing on crew as well as 
the car, but after a little persuasion and 
confidence building, not to mention 
bullying she said she'd give it a go, by 
the way this was an all or nothing offer, 
all three events, not just one.  

 
This led to a few fraught days and 
evenings in the workshop prepping the 
car and even fitting some new shiny bits, 
partly because I didn't want to lend the 
car out if it wasn't up to the job and also 
because along with Alan in the 
supercharged BMW and Bill Bennett in 
the lovely MG J2 they had entered a 
team for the year.......no pressure then! 
Come the Friday of the trial the car was 
all loaded up albeit it was still on axle 
stands as I couldn't decide on which 
tyres to run, finally opting for the k4s due 
to their puncture resistance, I hoped. 
 
Along with Ed Broom in his Mk2 Escort 
and Alan Norton and Jack we left 
Wellington just after 6pm and headed for 
Popham our chosen starting point. The 
weather was currently dry and the 
temperature was not too bad. We called 
in Sparkford for fuel on the way up and 
the closer we got to Popham the more 
awful the weather got, heavy rain, water 
on the inside and outside of the screen 
and poor visibility even as slow as 
30mph at some points. We arrived at 
Popham just after 8 and went in for a 

Shortly reaching the main road we 
immediately found a driveway to stop at 
and work on the car. In the pouring rain 
we spent some time trying to trace the 
lighting fault but having no success and 
urgently needing water we decided we 
weren’t going to be able to cover the 3 
miles to the finish and reluctantly I 
phoned for roadside assistance. A few 
minutes afterwards a helpful man 
crossed the road from the closed auto-
trader business opposite and asked if 
we’d like to park out of the rain under his 
canopy? Yes please! 
 
The auto-trader, Jon Glanvill then 
switched on his lights, provided us with 
mugs of tea and a lovely warm-up in his 
showroom. Refreshed, we decided to 
continue our search for the electrical 
fault as we waited for assistance and 

finding the fault, got all lights working. 
Still waiting, we then set about refilling 
and bleeding the cooling system, with 
Jon’s help. At this point assistance 
arrived and within a few minutes spotted 
what we hadn’t. A major water leak from 
the head gasket at the rear of the block 
appeared once the engine was hot and 
revving hard. About half an hour later we 
were loaded onto a recovery lorry and 
on the way to Cornwall. 
 
By 9.15 we were home, exhausted and 
a little disappointed but what a fantastic 
time we had! If we had made it to sign 
off not only a Finishers Certificate would 
have been ours but, the Provisional 
Results indicate, we would have been 
awarded a Bronze too, the first award 
for this car. Oh well, there’s always next 
year! 
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cuppa before scrutineering, as the 
scrutineers were inside thawing out after 
doing the bikes.  
 
We queued for scrutineering under the 
brolly as it was raining still, we were to 
get fairly well acquainted with the brolly 
over the next 24 hours. Before we knew 
it we were due to leave and decided to 
head straight back down the A303 due 
to the nice weather(not). Due to carrying 
a little ballast the car can feel a tad 
'loose' on the rear end and isn't always 
easy to drive on A-roads, but I could 
already tell my driver was getting 
confident behind the wheel and I almost 
went to sleep at one point, must be a 
credit to her driving! Another splash of 
fuel at Sparkford before entering Haynes 
and we join the queue for scrutineering, 
lights checked again, spill kit, tyres etc 
and we're off inside for a much needed 
breakfast.  
 
After breakfast we hand the control card 
in to the Taunton Motor Club crew and 
find a comfortable seat for an hour. We 
have time to catch up with a few familiar 
faces like Greg Warren, Duncan 
Stephens and John Moores, and Tim 
and Anne Whellock, who are very much 
to thank for the Exeter Trial in its present 
guise. Shortly before leaving we see 
friend John Green come in, soaking wet 
having broken down leaving Haynes in 
his Austin 7 with electrical gremlins. 
John was trying class 0 for the first time, 
rotten luck but here's hoping for better 
luck on the Land's End. 
 
We collect our card on our schedule 
time and head out to the 1st special test 
under the watchful eye of Reg Salway, 
just a clean tidy test is what we're after 
here, green light comes on and we're 
away, all over B, all behind B and 
forward astride C. Perfect, no dramas, 
although it looks as if this test did take a 
scalp or 2!! 
 
On leaving Haynes we follow a very wet 
and sometimes flooded route with Alan 

and the boys in front, the rain was pretty 
heavy at times and it was tough to see 
the standing water, one bit right across 
the road caught us unawares and we 
were lucky to stay dry. We arrive at the 
first section Classic Canes and with the 
rain still falling heavily I get the brolly out 
(not for Trine but to cover my seat while 
I do the tyres!) We turn left into the 
section get the car square and she 
feeds the power in nicely and out the 
top, nice to get the first section under 
our belts. Unfortunately, Ed Broom failed 
this when he understeered on the bend, 
which was a shame as he cleared the 
rest of the hills. We inflate the tyres and 
set off for section 2 Underdown, passing 
the Windwhistle Inn which is where we 
hold our Motor Club events and 
meetings for Windwhistle Motor Club.  
 
On arriving at Underdown we follow the 
arrows and drop down to the foot of the 
section, it's still raining and the ground is 
very wet but there feels to be a fair 
amount of grip underfoot. Tyres dropped 
to just 15psi and we're off up the 
section, another controlled drive nicely 
done and we are on our way to Musbury 
control and fuel, we fill up with fuel
(ballast) and head off to Bovey Woods in 
the dark (also available in daylight on 
the Bovey Down Trial in April!) We arrive 
at the foot of Norman's Hump to be 
greeted by Merv Brake of Woolbridge 
Motor Club, tyres to 15 again and we're 
off, right turn and up to the cross track 
where I'm getting ready to tell Trine to 
give it some welly on the flat but no 
encouragement needed here, good girl!  
 
We leave and re-enter the woods for 
Clinton with a restart for class 8 and 
15psi limit. This was to be our first 
restart of the trial and we had talked it 
through thinking it's usually front wheels 
in the box and off you go. We set off up 
to the restart with Pete Hart on the flag, 
when we come to a stop it looks like we 
might not be in the box with the front 
axle, bugger, anyway we pull off and out 
the top no problem. Sunday evening's 
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viewing of the on board camera footage 
shows we were just in the box initially 
but slid back out the box when we 
stopped, this was later confirmed by 
Pete at Fingle as we thought. Both a 
little disappointed as the error was so 
small, but we'd set no goals other than 
to get to the finish for a Guinness so we 
continue to the next section in good 
spirits. 
 
A little way across the A3052 we join the 
queue for Waterloo with Graham White 
on duty, Waterloo can catch you out 
sometimes so we are right down to our 
limit of 10psi, Graham sends us away, 
turn right over the rough stuff, back off 
and drive steadily between the banks 
negotiating the bends and back on track 
for a clear again. Alan and Bill get up so 
they are still clean at this point. 
 
On leaving Waterloo and heading to 
Stretes we encountered very heavy rain 
and hailstones, we struggled for 
visability here, luckily I knew the route 
so I used the folder containing the route 
card to shield Trine's face from the 
hailstones, while I hid behind the screen 
with my eyes shut, but we were still 
storming on at a good 10mph......yes it 
was that horrid! Just a couple pounds 
out the tyres for Stretes meaning we 
didn't need to inflate at the top, and the 
hill was done with no problems.  
 
We follow the route and head into Core 
Hill for the 2nd special test, again no 
heroics, just want to get it done right, off 
we set, finish at line C, job done to my 
satisfaction. I'm starting to feel at home 
in the left seat and it seems someone's 
warming to the other side too. We drop 
down out of the woods over the rough 
storm drains and travel just a few miles 
to Passaford Lane, a restart here for 
Alan and the boys, carried out nicely 
and still clean, ourselves and Bill and Liz 
also clean the hill. 
 
We stop for fuel before Crealy where we 
have a compulsory 1-hour break, Alan 

and I make use of this time to put on our 
'better tyres' for the tougher half of the 
trial, and I also reassemble the driver’s 
side rear hub which had come loose 
(well I can't think of everything) and we 
have a bit of a chocolate fix at the same 
time. 
 
 Setting off at our scheduled time we 
jump on the M5 and are on route to 
Tillerton. This has a restart for class 7 
and 8 and we have a 12 psi limit. A bit of 
a queue here makes us think it could be 
tough but all of a sudden the cars start 
going through fine and we're through the 
ford and at the start line. Roger Ugalde 
is here making sure things are going 
well. Trine and I talk briefly about the 
restart and the positioning of the car and 
we are sent up the track, nice and 
steady up to the restart and we can see 
it looks pretty rough. I just say low and 
Trine parks the car in what appears to 
be a good spot, the marshal drops his 
flag and I'm poised to bounce if 
required, a quick clear of the carbs and 
she pulls away hardly spinning a wheel, 
backing off over the steps where I give 
her a pat (or 2) on the back and we're 
away for a truly magnificent clear, the 
throttle and clutch control here was 2nd 
to none and I'm not sure if I could have 
done any better.  
 
We are both well chuffed and this more 
than makes up for Clinton and justifies 
my belief I had in my driver before the 
event, not that I was going to tell her 
until the end. We stop at the crossroads 
to inflate our tyres, both still grinning like 
Cheshire cats. Alan and Bill get up too 
and both are still clean. 
 
Spirits are high in the car now on the 
way to Fingle Bridge, a very picturesque 
setting and a nice long hill which 
generally causes few problems, we let 
just a few psi out at the bottom then pull 
round to the start line. The hill is cleaned 
by Alan, Bill and ourselves and we 
trundle off in the rain to Wooston Steep. 
There's a bit of a queue here and we 
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see a few cars returning back down to 
the start, a wander up to the start 
marshal reveals there has been no car 
up the 6,7, and 8 route yet and there's 
only a few cars before our turn, one of 
which is Duncan Welch in his class 8 
Austin Healey special, this should give 
us more of a clue as to how tough the 
hill is. I drop our tyres down to 10psi just 
in time to see Duncan leave the start 
line, but shortly after back he comes 
saying he didn't make the A boards, I 
turn to Trine and say oh dear or 
something along those lines, and tell her 
we need to get it going.  
 
Our turn comes and I'm already egging 
her on only a couple car lengths from 
the start line, which is the complete 
opposite to our last conversation on this 
hill, anyway we round the bends and 
take a little bit of the bank( my fault, too 
much encouragement) before aiming 
straight up the hill, we're a little out of 
shape but Trine does well to get the car 
straight and back in the ruts, the A 
boards are in sight, the A boards are 
behind us, the section ends board is in 
sight and now that's behind us, and  to 
our elation we are out the section but we 
are half up the bank laughing our heads 
off, I ask why we're up the bank and 
apparently I was whacking her on the 
shoulder saying well done and she 
couldn't steer!....... really? Alan and the 
boys stopped to watch us go up and 
Norton filmed the climb, although he 
thinks the commentary isn't too special. 
We are inflating the tyres before joining 
the road when Alan and the boys, and 
Bill and Liz join us and deservedly 
congratulate Trine for a great drive. 
 
On the way to Ilsington Village Hall we 
stop off in the fuel station on the Bovey 
Tracey bypass for some more ballast, 
arriving at the village hall we have a 
cuppa and a pasty or cake and a 30-
minute break which soon flies by. We 
get back in the car and join the queue in 
the rain for Simms, brolly time again. 
This year Dave Haizelden was running 

Simms with his experienced team 
including son Aaron, James Shallcross, 
Luke Blaber, Keith Sanders and several 
others. There was rumour of a high 
restart box for class 8 so we were 
unsure what to expect, Trine and I had 
discussed the methods we'd adopt for 
stopping high or low depending on what 
we were faced with, Trine's sent up the 
hill by the start marshal and we round 
the bottom bend very slowly allowing us 
more inspection time of the restart box, I 
said low to Trine and although we did 
stop low we went a little further than was 
ideal, nonetheless I was sure we were 
still in a good place. We pull away and 
the engine bogs down with too few revs 
on board, I shout clutch it, which she 
does, and again, and again, we get 
moving but with too little momentum, 
find a hole which we bounce ourselves 
out of but then another which was just 
too much and we collect our 2nd fail. Or 
really I should say I collected our 2nd fail, 
when we were stopped at the restart  
 
Trine was a bit unsure as to whether we 
were high or low and asked me what do 
you reckon? To which I just said give it 
enough throttle, in hindsight that was 
absolute rubbish advice and I should 
have had much more input on the 
restart, apologies to my driver! Little 
consolation was that she was in good 
company here as Eric Wall in the Dellow 
failed, former Wheelspin champion 
Roger Bricknell in the Vincent and 2015 
Triple winner Lester Keat also failed in 
his smart Avenger. Alan popped and 
hopped and banged his way to the top 
with his usual ‘Cornish Trickle’ and Bill 
and Liz also got to the top and both 
were still on for gold medals. 
 
We head down Lenda Lane to the 
holding control for Tipley, this is another 
hill that really can be a stopper with a 
restart for class 8, on entering the lane 
we were met with a river about a foot-
deep running across the track, quite a 
contrast to the slow trickle of water that 
was there when the marshals arrived. 
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We'd discussed how tricky this restart 
could be and the importance of stopping 
in the right place, and to feed the throttle 
in nicely (Tillerton style!) We are down 
on 10psi and heading steadily up the 
rough track and stop nicely in the box, 
Trine pulls away nice and gently and the 
car slews right into a hole, I immediately 
get my stealth like figure into action and 
bounce us away from the restart while 
she's got the 40s singing away nicely, 
under encouragement from the 
marshals we're out for another clean, 
phew, got away with that one. 
 
Just Slippery Sam to go and another 
restart, it's still raining but the 
waterproofs are doing their job just 
about. We wait for a little here while the 
tractor rescues a car from the exit track, 
after dropping the tyres we are sent up 
the section and stop in the restart box 
just perfect, flag drops, clutch out and 
away we go, over the rough and round 
the tight bends and over section ends, 
yes!! Alan and Bill make it up ok and 
both have gone clean. 
 

We have a steady run back to the 
Trecarn to sign off on what has been an 
excellent event and a real credit to the 
MCC and the organising team. 
 
On reflection a Bronze award on Trine's 
first ever MCC event in such appalling 
conditions in my opinion is nothing short 
of brilliant! Coupled with the fact that 
with Alan, Norton and Jack, and Bill and 
Liz getting Golds they also scooped the 
Team award, and there she was 
apologising to Bill at the Trecarn for 
'letting the team down'.........I don't think 
so. Bring on the Land's End. 
 
Thank you very much to my chauffeur 
for the weekend, I thoroughly enjoyed 
the event and judging by the grin on her 
face 4 days later she enjoyed it too! 
 
PS I'd just like to congratulate Paul 
Brooks on an excellent result, winning 
the Austin Hannam Cup in his Suzuki 
X90. 
 

Exeter Trial 2016 
by Paul Khambatta 
 

T he Met Office website screams 
back from the computer screen 
“Rain, occasional rain, more 
rain, heavy rain, light rain, 

showers and lots of wetness”. Oh dear. 
I’ve been checking the site for the 5 
days before the Exeter Trial and the 
message is always the same; someone 
is going to get wet. That means even 
more gear to be worn, or carried on the 
bike, in order to stay dry. 
 
Friday evening arrives. No rain, yet.  
The back of my Honda XR400 is packed 
high with spares, tools, overnight 
clothes, trainers, spare gloves, a 
sheepskin (for rear-end comfort on the 
ride home), a water-proof over-jacket 

and a heavy security-chain and lock 
(already lightened by cutting a quarter of 
the length off the chain). I’m wrapped up 
in layers of thermal clothing, a fleece, 
motorcycle jacket and trousers, a pair of 
military Gortex over-trousers, freshly 
Dubbin’ed boots and freshly proofed 
gloves.  It’s a wonder the bike can move 
with this lot.  Now to get on my way. I 
push the bike alongside the kerb, stand 
on the pavement, just manage to swing 
a leg over the mountain of stuff, 
eventually kick start the engine into life 
and begin the 85 miles to Popham. 
 
At Popham, I meet up with my travelling 
companions, Andrew Berry and Alison 
Daniels (650 Wasp outfit), Jon Robb 
and Steve Wickers (each on a Suzuki 
DRZ400), then we start at about 20:00 
hours for Sparkford. Rain is definitely on 
the agenda now and I wisely have on 
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my water-proof over-jacket.  Sure 
enough, the clouds soon drop a deluge 
onto us, but undeterred, we press on. 
The MCC route to Sparkford is 
recommended, but, bearing in mind 
recent road traffic incidents suffered by 
competitors, we take a route along the 
A30 to avoid the A303 dual carriageway 
and the fast-moving traffic. 
 
All is fine until the Wasp splutters to a 
halt not far from Sparkford. Andrew’s 
diagnosis is a problem with the electrical 
system. The engine runs with the lights 
extinguished, then dies with the lights 
on.  Apparently, the engine ignition 
system is dependent on battery power 
so it’s a choice of lights or ignition; you 
can’t have both. Since we can’t fix the 
problem at the roadside, we press on 
the last few miles to Sparkford with the 
darkened Wasp sandwiched between 
the bikes, hoping the battery will have 
sufficient charge. The Sparkford 
workshops provide a suitable place to 
diagnose the fault, but the lack of 
suitable test equipment slows down the 
investigation and spirits drop.  However, 
perseverance pays off and finally the 
fault is traced to a fuse in the sidecar 
nose that has snapped in two, 
presumably from vibration. Relief; and 
time for a cup of tea. 
 
 
Time to start the trial. I remove my water
-proof over-jacket because if worn for 
too long, it doesn’t breathe, resulting in 
my getting damp from the inside rather 
than from the outside. I take a chance 
that my motorcycle jacket will keep the 
water at bay.  
 
The observed test at Sparkford is 
hooligan time; acceleration, front wheel 
off the ground, back wheel skidding; all 
the things that make riding a bike 
attractive plus you won’t get your collar 
felt. The tarmac beckons and we set off 
for the 20 miles to the first section. 
Observed section 1 is Classic Canes; a 
disaster for the three of us on bikes as 

the surface is so slippery, but the outfit 
manages a clean. For me, the same 
result as last year, basically not enough 
skill. 
 
Sections 2 Underwood, 3 Normans 
Hump and 4 Clinton are all cleaned. 
Lovely job.  At Section 5 Waterloo, 
Steve and I get a footing; Waterloo is 
always a tricky section for me.  Section 
6 Stretes and 8 Passaford Lane are 
again all cleans. Core Hill observed test 
I don’t remember, though, provisional 
results show we all three bikes got 
identical times and the Wasp was only 
slightly slower. Meanwhile, the rain 
continues to pound down with differing 
levels of intensity. The outer fabric of 
our clothing is saturated, but the water-
proof inner linings prove mostly 
impenetrable.  Our gloves, however, are 
sodden.  Matters are made worse when 
standing up on the footpegs; the water 
courses down our sleeves into our 
gloves, then wicks its way up the inside 
of our sleeves. Our wrists, then 
forearms are wet. The forthcoming 
Crealy Park and the one hour break will 
be a gift from heaven. At Crealy Park, 
we strip off jackets and gloves, looking 
hopelessly for somewhere to dry them.  
Steve’s fleece is wet at the upper chest, 
the water having wicked down from his 
neck line. Later in the trial, the water 
wicks its way up from the waist, but 
never quite meets the upper chest part. 
There will be a small area of dryness in 
the middle.  Taking an average, this 
means Steve will be comfortable. 
 
About 7:00 am, still damp, but warmer, 
we depart Crealy Park, but again, the 
Wasp is in need of attention. A grating 
noise is coming from the front brake so 
we pull into Exeter Services to 
investigate. Andrew pulls out the brake 
pads to reveal no brake lining 
whatsoever; they are down to the metal. 
Obviously having planned ahead, 
Andrew pulls out a new pair of pads 
from his stock of spares, fits them and 
the Wasp is back in business. 
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However, disaster arrives at section 8 
Tillerton, which is tough - well, it is as far 
as I’m concerned. I fall off before the 
rock steps and look up at them with 
genuine hopelessness. However, with 
much assistance from the marshals, I’m 
placed upright, given a shove and I get 
out through the top of the section.  
Everybody stops except for Jon, who 
manages a footing. Section 9 Fingle is a 
lovely easy section; take the bends 
wide, pick a line and on the throttle; oh 
bliss. 
 
Section 10 Woosten Steep; what a killer; 
and that’s without a restart! I make my 
way slowly up the first part, but slowly is 
not what I need. I need ‘fast’ to get 
enough momentum to propel me up the 
steep second part above the junction, 
but I can’t get any more ‘fast’ without the 
back wheel spinning. Grim 
acknowledgement sets in that progress 
is not good and unlikely to get better. I 
manage to avoid a white-painted boulder 
that is unhelpfully in my line, but get the 
bike crossed and end up in the dirt with 
a leg under the bike. There is no way I 
can get up unaided and the ever helpful 
marshals pick the bike and me up. Now 
to get the bike started and off the 45 
degree incline of the section; not 
necessarily in that order. I must look a 
bit of a state (wild-eyed and gasping for 
breath) because the marshal assures 
me there is no rush and to take my time.  
Thank god for that. Eventually, I’m 
moved to that part of the section’s route 
for the other classes and watch the 
attempts of Jon and Steve on their 
DRZ400s. Jon makes good progress, he 
gets past the white boulder, is on his 
way to the ‘A’ boards, then the bike is up 
the right bank, Jon is off, the bike falls 
over and Jon rolls down the hill to avoid 
being under the bike; wise move (and it 
does look spectacular). Steve is next, 
just makes the junction and is off in a not 
so spectacular style. We congregate 
outside the section ends card to watch 
Andrew and Alison on the Wasp.  A 
clean!  But, let’s face it, they had the 

easy route through the section. I take my 
hat off to any competitor who got past 
the ‘A’ boards and cleaned the section; 
also, how did they do it? 
 
Time for a break at Ilsington Village Hall, 
very nice too, then the challenge of 
Simms, section 11. I know I have Simms 
cracked now after numerous debacles, 
including falling over in the restart box 
several times. The plan is take the 
outside line on the bend to stop on the 
left in the restart, stay on the left on the 
way up and not too much, but not too 
little throttle. And ignore the hundreds of 
spectators secretly hoping for a 
spectacular off or ascent.  No pressure 
then. 
 
Steve goes first and I draw up to the 
start line.  We wait.  And we wait.  
Finally, the observer announces that 
Steve has fallen off in the restart box, 
but “You’ll be alright”. No I won’t, Steve 
is more capable than me. I ignore the 
bad omen, stick to the plan and clean 
Simms; wonderful. Jon does likewise; 
excellent. For Andrew and Alison, 
however, not so good. They get halfway 
up and run out of grip. Marshals come to 
their aid and begin the careful task of 
getting the Wasp down Simms without 
turning the outfit over. Marshals and 
Alison slip and slide their way with 
Andrew maintaining control; bet he was 
glad of the new brake pads. We all meet 
at the top of Simms; just two sections to 
go, then the finish. 
 
Section 12 Tipley is demanding; I can’t 
fully remember why, but Jon is stopped 
so it must have been so. Steve and I 
clean the section so a house-point each.  
We three now await the Wasp with 
trepidation.  Suddenly, the Wasp careers 
into view, then lurches to a halt in a 
cloud of dirt, spray and sweat.   
 
“I thought I was going to die” bursts 
Alison, “I thought I was going to die”. 
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Exeter Trial 2016 
by Chris Poel 
 

T he question as to why Team 
Domino Pizza wanted to ride 
Hondas plucky little chicken 
chaser in one of the oldest trials 

in Britain simply comes down to fun. It 
gets back to the real reason we ride and 
compete on motorcycles; to have fun by 
challenging ourselves to compete in our 
beloved sport, albeit on the most 
ridiculous choice of machine. 
 
The decision to use the chicken chaser 
is an obvious one when you know the 
team; it consisted of Tom Collett, James 
Collett, Nick Fagan, Steve Elford, Adam 
Clements and myself (Chris Poel). The 
Colletts are farmers and the rest of us 
are practically adopted. With Hondas 
C90 being the backbone of many farms 
the decision was clear. This being the 
case, we raided the barns and most of 
us prepared our bikes. 
Being farmers comes with a certain 
mentality, for example why use a nut 
and bolt when bailing twine will do! This 
carries through to the bike prep. We all 
spent the pre-Christmas period building 
and testing our bikes, most of us put a 
huge amount of effort in, but come 
Friday the 8th January we sampled the 
beginning of our problems to come. 

Arriving at the farm at 2pm we were 
scheduled to leave at 3pm for our start 
at Souton Cross. When I approached 
the workshop I saw a young Tom with 
chisel and hammer in hand, trying to 
undo a bolt on a c90 engine between his 
legs. In all fairness this was a spare 
engine, but the reason he was about to 
torture another of Japan’s finest was to 
scavenge parts for his bike that had no 
lights or charging. Even for a relaxed 
and laidback Tom, this was last minute 
prep. 
 
We eventually left at 5pm making the 
journey to Sourton ridiculously tight. 
Although we left at 5pm that does not 
mean Tom’s bike was anywhere near 
ready. While it was on the trailer 
travelling at speeds it never thought 
possible, it was still in kit form as the 
new stater, coils and original wiring were 
yet to give increased performance and 
the bike was partially stripped needing 
further work.  
 
This may be an appropriate time to 
mention that Nick, our 6th member, had 
failed to even find or purchase a c90, so 
was duly out of the event and never 
experienced the carnage…..lucky 
bugger. 
We arrived at Sourton with minutes to 
spare. We passed scrutineering and 
incredibly Tom’s sick bike got blagged 

“The red mist came down” explains an 
adrenalin-pumped Andrew, “I knew we 
would make it”. Maybe so, but Alison 
didn’t seem to think that. 
 
Section 13 Slippery Sam is not as 
challenging as some previous years; 
perhaps the rain has washed the mud 
away to expose surfaces with more grip.  
Even the exit track does not seem to hold 
as much water. Is it better drained, who 
knows. We all clean the section and set 
out for the finish at the Trecarn Hotel. A 
service station in Torquay enables us to 

replenish fuel tanks for the journey home 
on Sunday.  Neil Bray is there, filling up 
his 1600 Escort and makes a comment 
about the weather and bikes. I see his 
point; my forearms, hands and feet are 
wet; my gloves must weigh a few 
kilograms with the weight of water in 
them. However, the temperature has 
been mild so I’ve stayed reasonably 
warm, not chilled to the core as on some 
events. It’s not so bad on a bike; in fact, 
it’s pretty damn good. No, I wouldn’t 
swap the bike for a car (well that’s not 
entirely true- there’s something to be said 
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through for a debatable pass. We all got 
dressed and prepared for the event as 
Tom worked tirelessly to get a bike that 
charged.  
 
The start time came and Tom was still 
beavering away and would now have to 
rely on our team driver ‘Mom Collett’ to 
take him to Haynes, with the chance he 
would have time to fix his issues and join 
us later in the trial. 
The four of us that were left started onto 
Haynes, with myself map reading, not 
through choice but because I was the 
only one to produce a road book! We 
made approximately 10 miles when 
Adam broke his chain down to an 
abandoned split link. When I eventually 
found them I had the joy of providing my 
spare for a very profitable price! We all 
started encountering slight carburation 
issues on all the bikes from having water 
drenched through the air filters, this 
would be something that we couldn’t 
resolve for the entire trial. 
 
We continued further through the route 
until I ran out of fuel miles from 
anywhere; having a slightly modified 
engine had a by-product, it was a little 
thirsty. We spent some time moving fuel 
from one bike to the other until I had 
enough of a dribble to nurture it to the 
next open petrol station. There is nothing 
that tortures you more than desperately 
needing fuel only to find every fuel 
station for miles closed. The rest of the 
trip was faultless and we arrived at 
Haynes with the cars, and ready for a 
good breakfast and chance to warm up.  
 
Having done this trial before it’s always 
difficult on a little bike to make Haynes 
with the other bikes. We were obviously 
slow, but also miles behind because of 
the set-backs we had faced. It meant we 
rode sections that many cars had 
already attempted; this made new lines 
that were not agreeable with us bikers. It 
was now a race to try and get back up 
the field to the bikers! 

At Haynes, Tom found my Dad (Melvin) 
and Richard Eaves following the trial, 
they helped bodge his machine to a 
working standard so he was able to re-
join us. Richard, quite insightfully, 
decided that Tom might be a liability and 
we should all be wary of his presence.  
 
Before leaving Haynes we first had to 
ride the special test. After explaining to 
the troops what I thought we should be 
doing, it was time to see if we could get 
bragging rights on the others by being 
the fastest chicken chaser in the trial. 
We all tried our hardest; Tom tried so 
hard he stopped the wrong side of the 
end line and recorded his first fail of the 
day. 
 
We Left Haynes and rode a few miles to 
a petrol station when Tom realised he 
was not going to make it much further! 
We did the honourable thing and left 
Tom to call his mother to get picked up. 
The rest of us proceeded along the route 
to the first sections. 
 
Classic Canes and Underdown were a 
great introduction, certainly not easy 
under the circumstances but we made 
our best attempts. The sections also 
provided us a fantastic chance to pass 
the cars whilst they were either queuing 
or changing tire pressures, I’m sure this 
annoyed them greatly. 
 
Normans Hump and Clinton followed, 
and are always a challenge, so much so 
that in the past I’ve always been happy 
to get them behind me. Again we made 
good attempts and they rode better than 
they appeared at first glance. 
Waterloo was our 5th section. It was a 
simple section with multiple turns that 
the 90 was perfectly suited for and 
provided few issues.  
 
Stretes was next with the 2nd Special 
Test following and Passaford Lane our 
last section before the morning stop at 
Crealy Park. All the sections and Test 
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went well with James coming out 
quickest of the chicken chasers. 
 
Crealy was a welcome sight and we 
were very grateful to have a little time to 
dry our clothing and get some coffee. It 
was at Crealy we found Tom. We had 
left him at a petrol station to phone his 
mother for a lift, but being Tom he didn’t 
have his Moms number or, in fact a 
phone, so was stranded. It was sheer 
luck that my Dad and Richard drove 
past and noticed a bike at the garage 
they thought could be one of us so had 
turned around and investigated. A lucky 
thing because Tom was facing a night 
under the stars. The prolonged stop did 
have the advantage that he 
successfully resolved his electrical 
issue to a short in the headlamp shell 
and was able to re-join us….again.  
 
We left Crealy with a little road work 
before our largest nemesis of the trial- 
Tillerton Steep. The name alone sounds 
terrifying, but the difficulty is the rock 
slabs are a massive challenge when 
riding a bike with more rear suspension 
than front. To put it bluntly I c**ked it up 
and recorded my first fail. I carried a 
little too much momentum over the 
large steps and lost control of the front 
wheel enough to ride towards the right 
and hit something unexpected, enough 
to stop me dead. Tom’s ct90 was 
running a hi-low gearbox and he went 
very slowly but kept enough grip to 
make it up clean.  In my opinion, it was 
a huge achievement on the bike he was 
riding and I imagine made Tom’s day…
He did need cheering up. 
 
Steve was soon to need some cheering 
up. He was making his attempt when 
the chain adjuster broke resulting in the 
chain going straight through the 
crankcases and punching a hole the 
size of a 50p piece. Stranded on the hill 
for some time he persuaded the chain 
back on and made it to the top. When 
we inspected the damage we could see 
the hole. It was so severe that when the 

engine was running it was shooting oil 
out in a squirting motion. It was very 
clear that the damage was bad and 
whilst we discussed several options we 
decided that plastic metal would be the 
best solution. The problem was none of 
us had any…. so we started pestering 
the car drivers. Everyone was so helpful 
but none had plastic metal until we 
asked car number 125, Lee Sample. 
Lee had plastic metal and kindly gave 
us some! We cleaned the cases up and 
applied the putty. It held the oil in and 
the putty was strong enough not to get 
blown off by the crankcase pressure, 
Steve was back in business. 
 
Next, we had some road work to 
complete which allowed a solid test of 
Steve’s repair, me to get the Tillerton 
fail out of my head and to focus again 
on keeping the feet up. We arrived at 
section 9 Fingle Hill. Fingle is one of my 
favourite sections; it is always a 
pleasure to ride and we all enjoyed it. 
Shortly we had Wooston Steep. This 
was a tough section for us, but had the 
advantage of not having to do a restart. 
Annoyingly, I made a huge mistake and 
failed at the top by getting into a mess 
in the rut. It was a huge effort just to get 
to the top of the section, which was well 
worth the pushing as I could watch the 
others from the top. Watching from the 
elevated view really allowed me to 
understand how hard the section was 
with only Tom able to paddle up to join 
me. I truly wish we could have had 
multiple goes at this section because I 
really believe the little 90s could make it 
if we rode inch perfect. 
 
Next was the popular spectator section 
‘Simms’. We had a restart that was a 
little higher than I have done previously 
but there was a nice line in the centre 
that worked well. The spectator support 
at Simms was unreal; everyone loved 
the underdogs. 
 
Following Tipley hill and Slippery Sam, 
we finally made it to the finish at 
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Exeter Trial ‘Heroes’ on 
Simms 

 
Photos by Dave Cook 
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2016 Clee 
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Charlie Knifton,  
VW Scorpion 
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2016 Clee Hills 
Trial photos by 

Mike Castle 
 
 

Rob Wells & 
Caroline Tarry, 
Suzuki X90 

 
 
 
 

John Bradshaw 
& Dave Pitt,  
Morgan 4/4 

 
 
 
Sticker Martin & 
Amanda Blay,  
Ford Escort 
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The Clee from Class 6  
by Richard Peck 
 

T hough making a somewhat late 
entry, the Clee was viewed with 
both anticipation, and an 
element of apprehension this 

year; would we actually get to the start?  
if we did, would we see a hill? 
 
So far 2015/16 had been frustrating with 
a loss of brakes on the way to the start 
of the Edinburgh, a decent run on the 
Allen, and the throttle pedal breaking off 
at Trowbridge, on the Exeter. The 
legendry VW reliability, with two tiny 
spot welds failing after a mere 46 years! 
 
So what was going to go amiss this 
time? As it turned out nothing much, just 
a mild panic, on behalf of John Looker 
who ‘lost’ his passenger a couple of 
days before then trial, but we managed 
to find a ‘spare’. 
 
The morning of the trial, dawned, well 
actually it was still quite dark, and 
sleeting, when we left home, but nothing 
of consequence, and an uneventful run 
from Derbyshire, down to the start.  
 
Duly scrutineered, signed on and 
breakfast consumed, off we went to our 
first section, Harton Wood. The start is 
among some tree roots, and just ahead, 
about a cars length, is a hole with a step 
and a rather large tree route; mental 
note, keep to the right of this, and no 
problem, except that the back end of the 
car had its’ own idea, and slid into the 
hole, arresting all progress; not an 
auspicious start to the day. 
 

On to Flounders Folly, a section which 
can generally be relied upon to produce 
a score that an English Test Cricket 
Team would be proud of, and once 
again, it did so, with a hard earned 10. 
 
Proceeding to Hungerford Steps, a 
section whose character has changed 
completely since the trees on the left 
hand side of the section have been 
removed. No great issues, taken 
relatively steadily, the ‘bomb hole’ where 
the gate used to be seems to get 
deeper, but at least it was not full of mud 
this year. 
 
The next section, Meadowley Wood, a 
section which over the years I have 
come to dislike intensely, having 
inflicted more damage to my car on this 
section than, perhaps, in the whole of 
the rest of a season of trialling, generally 
around the 6 marker. Not a section to be 
approached faint heartedly, and seeing 
a number of cars reversing out of the 
section, when the flag dropped we set 
off with ‘intent’, sailed past the 6 marker, 
and, with much revving and wheel-
spinning’ out of the end of the section, 
with no damage to the car! The best 
result of the day! 
 
On to The Jenny Wind, another section 
which seems to habitually stop us at 
about the 6 or 7 marker, this year a 7. 
 
We arrived at Easthope 1, to be greeted 
by a long delay, about 40mins, before 
the section was cancelled, and we were 
directed to the next section, Ippikin’s 
Rock, which involved turning round 
on the track, and proceeding to the 
section. Our good fortune for the day 
shone through here, as we were at the 

Trecorn Hotel after a lot of road work. It 
was lovely moment to have the five of 
us finish together.  
 
The Exeter 2016 was a fantastic event 
that we all enjoyed and I really can’t 
believe I ve missed out competing for 

the last few years. The little chicken 
chasers did exceptionally and made 
finishing a huge achievement, and any 
medal a bonus. We are now preparing 
for the Lands End……well most of us! 
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‘tail end’ of the queue for Easthope 1, 
and became one of the earlier cars for 
Ippikin’s, thus avoiding the later long 
delays suffered by many other 
competitors. The hairpin duly dealt with, 
the section was cleaned with ease. 
 
The next obstacle for the day, was the 
timed observed test at Longville, duly 
dealt with, in no great hurry, as I had 
judged that the event was not going to 
be decided by observed test times. 
 
 
From this point on the day began to 
deteriorate, slowly, almost imperceptibly 
at first. 
 
Heywood Common, a fairly straight 
forward section, with the Route Book, 
advising that at the end of the section, 
we ‘keep right out of deep ruts’, but the 
start line Marshall advising us to ‘keep 
left out of the deep ruts’. At the end of 
the section there was another marshal, 
urging us to keep left, but already being 
‘in a rut’ the car, as we learnt later along 
with many others, would not turn left 
under any circumstances. We fell into 
the very deep ruts on the right, kept 
going, and escaped, with a badly 
crumpled offside rear mudguard (to 
repair or replace is the current 
question?). 
 
The next section, Castle Hill, was taken 
on ‘road pressures’ a rocky section, with 
plenty of grip, taken slowly. On leaving 
the section the car felt somewhat 
uncomfortable, so before reaching the 
road, we stopped and ‘had a look’, a flat 
tyre, and trashed wheel!! 
 
Wheel changed, onto Ratlinghope, and 
another observed test’ Off we go, 
through the water, across line B, and the 
engine cuts out. Roll back, over line B 
while restarting the engine, and 
complete the test, more slowly than 
intended.  
 

On to Gatten’s Gamble, and how 
things have changed, now on ‘road 
pressures’ but not many years ago the 
land owner was stood in amazement 
stating that ‘he could only get his tractor 
up there’ and some longish delays while 
cars were recovered! This time, no 
problem at all. 
 
The next part of the event is a gentle 
run, past the gliding club, across the 
Long Mynd, just as daylight is beginning 
to fade, so not quite the stunning views 
of previous years. 
 
As we approach Priors Holt 7, dusk is 
beginning to fall, the start marshal is 
pleased to see us, and informs us that 
about two thirds of the competitors have 
yet to appear, this sounds like a very 
long day for him! Our turn comes, off we 
go over the initial short, steep ‘hump’, 
and progress swell, plenty of grip, until 
the 9 marker whereat the engine cuts 
out dead, as if it had been ‘shot by a 
sniper’. Dip the clutch, turn of the key, it 
instantly restarts, and we proceed to 
drive out of the section, being frustrated 
that other competitors had been getting 
into difficulty around the deviation, at 
about the 4(?) marker. 
 
The final section, Priors Holt 1, a simple 
lack of traction, around the 9 marker, 
and the end of the trial.  Re-inflate the 
tyres, return to the finish, sign off, and 
return home. 
 
The end of a thoroughly enjoyable day, 
a particular thanks to the organisers, 
and the marshals, many of whom would 
have had a very long day, lasting well 
into the evening.  
 
I now have several hours in the garage, 
but intend to be back next year, for what 
is one of the more enjoyable trials of the 
year for us, not least because it is 
relatively near to home, and in stunning 
surroundings. 
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Clee Hills Trial - Stuart & 
Kieran Bartlett, class 8 
Cannon 
 

W ith a new (used) engine 
fitted over Christmas into 
the Cannon the Clee was to 
be its maiden trial, so with 

both of us buzzing but also having a bit 
of apprehension the car was loaded 
Saturday along with Charlie's Scorpion 
ready for the drive to Affcot Lodge - the 
new start venue for the Clee after many 
years at Craven Arms hotel.  
 
We left home at 5.45am Sunday 
morning for the steady drive, arriving at 
7.30, found the new venue straight away 
as it's directly on the A49, plenty of 
trailer parking and a nice large car park 
for scrutineering. Plenty of room inside 
for signing on and a nice breakfast cob 
was then the order of the day. 
 
Our start time was 8.36 (4th car off), we 
watched Mike, Dean and Josh off and 
then followed, making our way to: 
 
Strefford Wood 1: 
The ford was passable and we got there 
to watch the recovery Land Rover 
unable to get to the start line let alone 
get to where he should have been on 
the section, he eventually gave up and 
returned to the road - parking up to the 
left of the section entrance, didn't bode 
well and when we saw car No 1 - Mike 
in his Wasp reversing back down the 
section the 5 of us that were waiting 
were all wondering what lay ahead , 
both Dean and Josh returned back down 
the section forwards so both of these 
had made it past the bomb hole. Our 
turn - no problem getting away from the 
start line, through the bomb hole out and 
onto the top track were we were both 
very happy on getting a 2, with Fred 
from the Northern marshalling team 
urging us on from above.  
 

Flounders Folly: 
Due to the delays that we had 
encountered at Strefford the first 2 cars 
had already gone through Flounders, we 
arrived as Josh was just starting and lost 
him through the woods, tyres let down 
through the gate and another blast up 
the section with the class 8 deviation 
taken smoothly, again very happy with a 
2 considering the very thick wet clay on 
the section. 
 
Hungerford Steps: 
After a nice steady run we pulled into 
the holding control for Hungerford Steps, 
no cars in so straight to the start line, 
tyre pressures checked - road pressure 
of 18 psi - we started, a nice long 
section this that goes on forever, with 
the wetness of the past days the rocky 
surface was greasy and we had a restart 
half way up - stop high and pulled off 
with no problems - a nice steady run out 
with the top part nicely rutted on the 
bend. 
 
Meadowley Wood: 
I couldn't remember this section until we 
got there, but as soon as I saw it it all 
came back - the last time this section 
was used I broke 3 ribs when 
passengering for Dean, we'd hit some 
tree roots very hard and it threw both of 
us out of the car with us both coming 
down hard on the side of the car - me 
harder than Dean, I was in agony for the 
rest of the trial. Anyway with those 
memories put aside we entered the 
section after watching Josh reverse out, 
after a lot of bouncing from Kieran we 
stopped just short of the 4 marker. Along 
reverse back out the section with 
conversations with Nick Farmer and 
Alan, Katrina and Norton Selwood who 
had all made the drive up from Taunton 
to watch and film. 
 
Jenny Wind: 
Always a challenge this hill and 
hopefully the Clee team had put our 
start line in a different position this year 
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than 2 years ago when it was 16 foot up 
the hill - yep it was at the start of the hill 
this year, but with 18 psi would we get off 
the start line. Dean had had a cracking 
climb here and you could see his tyre 
tracks right up the section, we watched 
Josh off who got a well deserved 8, our 
turn - and we got higher than Josh but 
still only a 7. Ashley Biffen was next and 
he unfortunately missed his gear change 
and rolled back at the 10 marker, Charlie 
next in his Scorpion and he also got a 7. 
The 4 of us were running together and 
so far we had all been close on the hills. 
 
Easthope 1: 
Onto the old railway line and to the 1st 
section here, we had a seperate start 
line for class 8 with us having to turn a 
very sharp right hairpin into the section 
from the start line, both Josh and Ashley 
didn't make it past this tight turn with 
both sticking fast on the corner mud. On 
to the start line - Kieran and myself had a 
quick chat - take it wide and put the 
power down - it worked we made it 
around the corner and we started a very 
long, hard climb. The car was flat out in 
2nd with Kieran working his socks off 
bouncing the car, we got to the 5 marker 
and that was it, it was the hardest 5 we 
have ever got, another reverse down yet 
another section, apart from Hungerford 
Steps we'd not cleared a section, if this 
was to be the order of the day it was 
going to be a long day and we were both 
beginning to wonder what time the later 
runners would finish as we were already 
an hour behind schedule. 
 
Hilltop: 
Section 2 off the old railway track, after 
being told that Dean had cleared this 
section and that Mike had got nowhere 
we watched both Josh and Ashley - 
guess what neither of these got 
anywhere with one getting a 11 and the 
other a 12, our turn, try and straight line 
it off the start line, the back end gets 
sucked in by the mud and clay, we go 
nowhere and also get a 12. We stopped 
and watched Charlie thinking that with 

the Subaru Turbo in the Scorpion he 
should be able to straight line it off the 
start line and get somewhere, but again 
the mud and clay sucks him in, but he 
does just mange to get an 11. Talking 
later with Ian Davis at Priors apparently 
nobody gets past the 11 / 12 marker. 
From here we had a nice climb out 
through Section 10 which classes 1 - 6 
were to tackle later in the day. 
 
Longville Special Test: 
It was at this point that it was obvious to 
us that we would not be relying on 
special test times so we took it steady on 
the special test and carried on to 
Strefford 2 - 3. 
 
Strefford Wood 2-3 
We arrived at Strefford to see Mike 
coming back out of the section and to the 
hear Dean on the rev limiter going up 
through Strefford 3 to the holding for 
Strefford 2, we waited at the start, Josh 
made it through and Ashley returned 
back out of the section having failed to 
reach the holding. Our turn, foot to the 
floor, 2nd gear and we made it through 
to Strefford 2 holding restart, off again on 
the marshall's instruction, this section 
gets rougher each year, foot to the floor 
2nd gear, airborne, the car comes down, 
we keep going and onto a well earned 1. 
On the way back down the marshal asks 
us to pick up some paper that had come 
off of the Cannon, it was our rear number 
along with the perspex number cover, I 
knew that we'd gone airborne but I didn't 
realise how much, this was the section of 
the day for both Kieran and myself. 
 
Castle Hill: 
A nice steady section this after Strefford 
on road pressures, the start marshal 
informs us that he'd been there since 
9.30am and that he'd only had 1/2 a 
dozen or so cars go through, we didn't 
realise how late the trial was running. 
Castle is a nice section which could have 
a nice restart on it, maybe another year, 
plenty of leaf mould.  
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Ratlinghope Special Test: 
After a nice steady drive over the moors 
- which on a clear day has wonderful 
views - we arrived at Ratlinghope, we 
watched Charlie from the start, cross the 
river and complete the special test at a 
fair pace. Kieran said to me "take it 
steady, you know that we aren't going to 
win on special test times", well that was 
it, the red mist came over the eyes, flat 
out through the river, boy was that water 
cold when the bow wave came straight 
down on top of us, we completed the 
special test, haven't got a clue as to 
what the time was but Kieran wasn't half 
chuntering and moaning about the cold 
water - still it did test our waterproofs out 
with the only bit of water going down our 
necks. 
 
Gatten's Gamble: 
Julian Lack caught us up here whilst we 
were waiting for our turn to start and we 
had a bit of a catch up. Our turn for the 
off on road pressures, this is a nice 
steady section - even though years ago 
in the Midget it seemed really 
challenging - the views this year weren't 
their due to the low cloud, we dropped 
down into the farm yard. Had a quick 
chat with Charlie and said that Gatten's 
would be a cracking section run in 
reverse - he then reminded me how far 
had we "not" got in the Peugeot all 
those years ago. 
 
After an absolute joyous drive over the 
Long Mynd route we ended up at the 
entrance to the glider club to be told that 
Priors Holt 6 had been cancelled for 
class 8s and that we were to do Priors 
Holt 7 along with the rest of the cars. 
We left the holding control for yet 
another joyous drive past the gliding 
club and into the forest - for those of you 
who have not done the Clee before the 
drive over both Long Mynd and the 
gliding club is a joy and you don't know 
what you are missing, the views are 
tremendous. 
 

Priors Holt 7 
After turning round at the wood pile we 
queued for Priors 7 - we were told by 
both Stuart Harold and Eric Wall that the 
whole trial was running at least 3 hours 
late - hence why they had made the 
decision to cancel Priors 6 for class 8s 
and put us all through Priors 7. This was 
a nice section through the trees with a 
couple of nasty deviations in it, these did 
make you think, we made the top and 
sat talking with the marshall whilst 
Charlie in his Scorpion and Ian in his 
Buggy came through. We then made 
our way down and out of the section and 
back onto the track. 
 
Priors Holt 1: 
We arrived here to witness Simon and 
his Buggy parked in rather a deep rut 
awaiting a tow out from the recovery 
Land Rover. Josh, Ashley, Charlie and 
Ian were before us - Josh was pushed 
out of the section having broken a half 
shaft and twisting his axle at the 11 
marker, both Ashley and Charlie 
reversed back out and Ian cleared, this 
was obviously a tough section. On to the 
start line and the engine sounded 
choked up and almost only running on 3 
cylinders - it cleared and we were off - it 
lasted until the 5 marker when the 
engine dropped onto 3 cylinders and 
stopped us. We reversed out of the 
section too. 
 
Thankfully this had happened on the last 
section of the day and up until this point 
the new engine had performed really 
well. The decision was made to drive 
back to Affcot Lodge on 3 cylinders, sign 
off, load up and tackle the problem at 
home in the comfort of the garage. 
 
We would like to say a huge thank you 
to all of the marshals who stood out on 
the sections for a lot longer than they 
expected, without you we couldn't trial. 
And well done to all at MAC for laying 
on a very hard and testing trial, we will 
be back. 
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Clee Hills Trial 2016 
by Paul Allaway 
 

I t was a long trek for myself and 
passenger, Davey, from Devon to 
Craven Arms so a very early start 
was required.  After unloading the 

car at Craven Arms, we drove to Affcot 
Lodge Hotel to sign in and scrutineer. 
The early start gave us an hour to spend 
reading the route card and supping cups 
of tea before our start time at the rear of 
the field, being last car. Our route card 
was for classes 1 to 6 with classes 7 
and 8 doing a different route to the rest 
of us. 
 
Our first hill was Hatton Wood with its 
double restarts. Having come unstuck 
on the Exeter trial, collecting a double 
puncture at one point, I chose to be a bit 
conservative with my tyre pressures on 
this event. Despite free tyre pressures 
on this section, I chose to leave them 
high so getting away from the restarts 
proved a little tricky but we still managed 
a clean. 
 
It was a short run of three miles to the 
next hill, Flounders Folly, which was a 
very muddy section. Again, I was rather 
cautious with my tyre pressures and 
dropped a couple of points to Dave 
Haizelden and James Shallcross. Also, I 
caught the bump around the 6 marker 
and put the steering out of alignment on 
the Nova, something that I would be 
stuck with all day! 
 
Flounders Folly claimed quite a few 
victims but Dean Partington, Dudley 
Sterry, Mel and Mike Ellis, Dave and 
Aaron Haizelden, Sam and Mick Holmes 
and Bill Bennett all went clean. 
 
The next section, Hungerford Steps, 
was nine miles away and unfortunately, 
because of the length of the section and 
the deep ruts, it took an age to actually 
start this section. Having to run on 15 
psi pressures made getting away from 

the start tricky but once rolling, we 
managed to get the car through the 
deepest of the ruts with no problems. At 
the end of the section, we spent some 
time removing the excess mud from the 
wheel arches and road wheels. 
 
Meadowley Wood was next and we had 
to wait at a holding control just down 
from the Wood.  We could hear how 
hard the other competitors were trying to 
clear the section from the engine noises 
emanating from the Woods. Again, 
being rather cautious, I left the tyre 
pressures slightly high which may have 
been the right way to go as we did not 
seem to struggle as much as other 
people did on the section, as can still be 
witnessed when you watch the video 
shot by Nick Farmer (available on 
YouTube). 
 
Next on the list was the famous Jenny 
Wind and, as usual, added to 
everyone’s scores. 
 
Best climb of the day on Jenny Wind 
was Dean Partington’s Wasp which only 
dropped two points. Aaron Haizelden 
dropped his first points of the day with a 
very good 4. Father Dave just behind on 
5, followed by James and myself on 6 
points. 
 
Easthope 1 was to be the next hill but 
when we arrived, it had been cancelled 
due to the extent and depth of the mud.  
Class 8 being the only ones to run the 
hill with Dean Partington again taking 
the honours. 
 
A short run along the lower forest track 
took us to Ippikins Rock which, despite 
its tight hairpin bend, only caught out a 
few competitors. 
 
The first and only observed test was 
next, at Longville. This proved quite 
difficult to find as there was no arrow to 
make the section entrance visible. 
Having found the section, it proved very 
steep and I feel sure that the Nova 
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2016 Cotswold 
Clouds Trial by 
Calvin Talbot 

 
 
 
 
Stuart Bartlett 

 
 
 
 

Dean Vowden 

 
 
 
 
 

Ian Moss 
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Exmoor Trial 2016 
by Bill Bennett 

 

R ather than do a blow-by-blow 
account of the trial I thought I 
would just recall some of our 
experiences on the trial. I’m 

sure there will be other reports 
describing each section, etc. 
 
We always stay at the Stag Hunter’s Inn 
at Brenden for this trial which means the 
car and trailer is there for when we finish 

making it quicker and easier to load up 
and set off for home. This year it was 
less important because we had decided 
to stay for two nights and were joined by 
Pete & Carlie Hart for the Sunday night, 
they had come all the way down from 
near Bristol to help with marshalling. We 
competitors should be extremely grateful 
for this sort of unselfish action, they, like 
many other volunteers don’t only give up 
their time for free but also drive quite 
long distances to help at their own 
expense. – Thank you all you marshals 
and helpers for this invaluable service. 

stood on its nose once as we 
descended into the section! Despite this, 
we managed quite a reasonable time.   
Another six miles took us to Heywood 
Common. This proved not a particularly 
difficult hill but getting out of the hill, 
back to the road, proved very arduous 
for a lot of people due to the deep mud. 
 
This delayed the event quite 
considerably to the point where clerk of 
the course, Adrian Tucker-Peake 
cancelled two sections for us, 
Ratlinghope and Gatten’s Gamble, and 
told us to use the snow route after 
Castle Hill. 
 
Castle Hill only appeared to catch out 
two competitors, and one of them was 
me! Quite how that happened, I have no 
idea. I did not stop, hit anything or take 
the wrong route but I still collected six 
points. I suspect I was a victim of the ‘0’ 
written like a six. (Oh dear I am so sorry 
to hear this! I print the score cards and 
put in large print that we want the scores 
in WORDS! – editor.) 
 
The snow route took us to the Priors 
Holt hills. The first being Priors Holt 7 
which was attempted in the dark by 
most of the competitors. There was 
quite a delay before the three front 
wheel drives attempted it, all three of us 
making it over the steep bank and up 
the section to clean. 
 

While driving to the next section, Priors 
Holt 1, I hit a rock with the left hand front 
wheel which required a large hammer to 
reshape while waiting to start the 
section. 
 
Unfortunately, this section proved quite 
troublesome for a number of 
competitors. Just in front of us, Aaron 
attempted the section, got stuck near 
the top and dropped a single point. 
However, it took two Land Rovers to 
remove him from the section, which took 
an absolute age. During this time, I 
began to lose the will to live. Rather than 
die on Priors Holt 1, I decided to call it a 
day and made my way back to the start 
venue. As it turned out, this section was 
cancelled for class 1 in the end anyway. 
 
Dropping the same number of points as 
his Dad but quicker on the observed 
test, Aaron took an overall win and the 
Fray Cup. 
 
Dean Partington took class 8, Dudley 
Sterry took class 7, Mel and Mike Ellis 
took class 6, David Golightly took 1st in 
lass in class 5, Sam and Mick Holmes 
took class 4, Sticker Martin took class 3, 
class 2 was taken by Bill Bennett and 
Dave Haizeldean took class 1. 
 
Despite all the problems, well done to 
Adrian Tucker-Peake and his team for 
getting the event going again after 
missing a year. 
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BSW Accounting Services 
 

Qualified ACMA Accountant & ACIS Company Secretary offers  
accountancy services to local new or ongoing small businesses 

 Maximise Profit  & Cash Flow       Minimize Costs  
Self Employed, need help with your accounts or self assessment tax return on 

line?  Need to set up a Limited Company? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
             

VAT   PAYE  NIC Pensions  
Capital & Annual Investment allowances 

P&L Balance Sheet  Cash book  Purchase & Sale Books Cash Flow 
 

Free 1st consultation to work through options 
Contact - Barbara.selkirk@bswservices.co.uk 

www.bswservices.co.uk    01584 814594/ 07722 820933 

THOR HAMMER 
www.thorhammer.com 

 

FULL RANGE OF SOFT FACED HAMMERS 
Copper, Rawhide, Plastics, Rubber, Brass…. 

 

We even still make branded hammers for  
your vintage car as per original 

 
Try your local wholesaler (eg Toolbank, Clemson,  

Buck & Hickman) or 
Duncan Stephens at a trial 

 
Also Spark Resistant Tools – www.safetytools.co.uk  
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When we make the journey down to 
Brenden I usually choose to go up 
Porlock Hill with the trailer, but each 
time Liz says “I wonder what it’s like 
going up the toll road?” so this time we 
decided to do the toll road. It is a very 
attractive road and obviously less steep 
than Porlock but with a toll of £4.00 for 
a car & trailer all future trips up the toll 
road will be reserved for emergencies 
only – well I mean, £4.00 is more than 
the price of a pint!! 
 
Unfortunately the North Devon Motor 
Club is suffering in the same way as 
many other clubs. I refer to losing 
sections. Losing sections can be for 
many reasons, new landowners who 
are not sympathetic to our cause, new 
people in charge of making decisions 
for larger organisations, Change of 
local government attitudes and of 
course people’s perception of risk 
management and health & safety. Often 
the decision to withdraw permission to 
use land is influenced by complaints 
from other local residents so it’s clear 
that as competitors we have to always 
be on our best behaviour especially 
when near other members of the 
‘general public’, always being polite and 
courteous, even if this is not returned. 
The more people we can get on our 
side the better chance event organisers 
have of keeping their sections we all 
enjoy. 
 
When I received the route card by email 
I was quite dismayed to note that 
classes 1 & 2 had 5 restarts to perform. 
I’m not keen on restarts and certainly 
feel that we lower classes have a much 
harder job performing a restart than the 
higher classes with their better 
performance cars. Perhaps North 
Devon were wanting a class 8 winner? 
(which they got, congratulations to Dan 
Keat & Ian Cundy who were the only 
car to go clean). 
 
Our early morning journey across 
Exmoor from Brenden to Barnstable 

was wet and started with a miss-fire! 
Now I always go through a thorough 
check / clean / lubricating procedure 
after every trial which normally takes 
about eight hours with any necessary 
repairs adding more time. The reason 
for this discipline is to minimise the risk 
of incurring the cost of entering and 
getting to a trial which often includes 
B&B costs (and a few beers), only to 
retire with mechanical problems which 
probably could have been avoided. But 
even with this regime occasionally we 
have to deal with little problems “in the 
field”. I pulled up near the forecourt of 
the garage at Barbrook to make use of 
the lights whilst I explored the cause of 
this occasional miss-fire. Although the 
garage was closed the owner came out 
and suggested I moved onto the 
forecourt and he would put on all the 
lights to help. What a kind gesture! 
Fortunately I had just found the problem 
which was a loose plug cap on the plug 
lead for number 3 cylinder. Whilst 
stopped Stuart Highwood went past in 
his white Marlin, so we were able to 
follow them the rest of the way to 
Barnstable. 
 
Arriving at the Two Rivers Industrial 
Estate for scrutineering we were 
greeted by a friendly marshal who gave 
us directions to the scrutineering point, 
where we met by two more friendly 
faces of john & June Blakeley. They are 
another couple who have given so 
much to our sport and who have 
brought some order to the whole 
Scrutineering procedure with any faults 
being recorded and rechecked next 
time the car is entered. Thank you very 
much John and June. 
 
A short ride took us on to the start at 
the Cedars and one of the first people 
we bumped into was Ben Tonkin who 
was wearing motorcycling clothes, this 
was a little surprising, as we were used 
to seeing him in a Beetle but today he 
was riding in the chair of a KTM outfit – 
fantastic! Apparently it was only the 
second time that Mike Curnow and Ben 
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had been out on the outfit and although 
it was not strictly legal and therefore not 
eligible for an award I’m sure they will 
have had an enjoyable day and learned 
a lot about competing on three wheels. 
 
At our due time and after signing our life 
away with the start marshal, Pete Hart, 
we were released for the day’s sport. As 
anybody spectating will know I wasn’t at 
my best on this trial, one of my excuses 
was the fact that I was suffering from a 
heavy dose of man flu. As all us men will 
know this is a tremendous handicap but 
we always soldier on without a word of 
complaint. All went reasonably OK for 
the first six sections, then we came to 
Stoodleigh 2 a section with a restart for 
all cars and motorbike classes A & D. 
Whilst waiting for our turn to go I heard 
the familiar noise of a British motorbike 
and on looking up I saw a genuine 
Norton 500T outfit arrive being crewed 
by Roderick Thompson and Neil Pardoe. 
The Norton 500T was the only pucker 
trials bike built by the Norton Company 
and differed from other Nortons of the 
day by having different frame & forks, an 
alloy barrel and special gear ratios, it 
was also fitted with an attractive slim 
petrol tank. They were great bikes and 
were ridden by such famous people as 
Geoff Duke in the days when he used to 
trial. Of course Geoff Duke went on to 
race Manx Nortons before later changing 
to Italian mounts. Neil had recently 
acquired his 500T from the widow of a 
friend and they were going through the 
painful process of discovering how 
different it is riding a bike with a third 
wheel! 
 
Going back to Stoodleigh 2 and the 
restart, only 9 cars managed to clean 
this section. Needless to say both of the 
class 1 & 2 cars failed! Of the cars I saw 
Colin Jeffery probably made it look the 
easiest but maximum marks for effort 
has to go to Sticker Martin who crawled 
off the restart moving millimetres per 
minute for what seemed like forever, but 
he got a clean and two punctures for his 
trouble! In fact Sticker had three 

punctures because shortly afterwards 
we saw him changing another wheel on 
the road. 
 
We had two more disasters to come, the 
first being High Bray which was probably 
as grippy as I’ve seen it – providing the 
driver takes a half decent line! I’ve never 
failed this section so low before. Thanks 
to the help of Alan Selwood and Duncan 
Stephens Who by the way I owe an 
apology because I didn’t thank them 
properly on the day probably due to the 
bad frame of mind this rather sudden 
cease of forward motion had brought on, 
we managed to get to the top but not 
before having to be helped again by our 
two saviours! Then our final cockup 
came at the penultimate section, Floyd’s 
Bank. Once again we failed this section 
much lower than ever before which 
attracted a score of 7 which was the 
second highest score on this section. 
 
Stuart Highwood and Mark Ensoll in their 
Marlin had a very good day winning 
class 7 which was largely due to the fact 
that Stuart had at last been able to 
rectify the miss-firing he had been 
experiencing of late, apparently by 
replacing a sub-standard petrol pump. 
Another performance worthy of mention 
was that by Colin Jeffery and Peter 
Sluggett in their class 3 Escort who only 
dropped one point all day giving them 
the class win and fifth overall – Well 
done all you guys!! 
 
The Exmoor Trial was the second trial in 
three consecutive trials and although Liz 
and I entered all three of these trials it 
was at the expense of most other things 
in our social calendar. It’s my strong 
opinion that if the ACTC trials calendar is 
not better organised to avoid three trials 
in three weeks I think the organisers of 
those trials must expect a severe drop-
off in the number of entries in each trial. 
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North Devon’s 2016 Exmoor 
Trial 

by Dave Haizelden 
 

T he 31st January saw 26 car 
competitors take to the North 
Devon hills, Dave Carter in his 
newly purchased P205 came to 

grief in the trailer park when he was 
unable to get the car off the trailer, 
turned out to be the hydraulic handbrake 
stuck on, where is a mechanic when you 
need one?? With a £2 cup of tea at the 
Cedars we were sent on our way by 
Pete Hart manning the start and Carlie 
signing up competitors for the ASWMC. 
 
Two new hills were served up first 
Heccaton Lane and Emmett, the later 
had a restart, which caught out Richard 
Banbury. The difficult part of the lane 
was the exit track, which took Bill and 
Liz several runs to get through the deep 
ruts due to their narrow track. 
 
The third hill was the rocky Kingscott 
which everyone cleaned despite its 
fearsome looking slabs of rock. After a 
short drive we arrived at Hurscott, which 
used to be a very hard climb and some 
tough restarts, but this year no restarts 
and no ruts so it was an easy drive up, 
although John Cox retired here with bits 
of suspension falling off the Porsche, 
very unusual for John. 
 
John Blakeley was preforming a noise 
test with the newly calibrated meter at 
the entrance to the Stoodleigh complex, 
96 decibels seemed to be the magic 
figure of the day.  
 
Stoodleigh 1 is in fact a downhill section 
which managed to claim Clare Rippon 
and Steven Glover, tough hill!! Next was 
Stoodleigh 2 with an organiser’s lazy 
restart for all classes, with Dan Keat the 
only class 8 to get away on a free tyre 
pressure it was not looking good for the 
rest. Andrew Rippon up first in the class 
6 Beetle spent over 2 mins burning on 

the track to show us how to do it, next 
Clare with Ryan bouncing for over a 
minute coaxed the car up the hill but 
paid later with engine problems. Craig 
Allen with Nigel in the hot seat had too 
much grip and smoked the clutch to a 
standstill, which later caused his 
retirement. With Sticker and Colin 
Jeffery looking on it was not looking 
good, Colin also gave the Escort death 
for over a minute and left the ground 
smoking.  
 
Sticker on the other hand was relaying 
the story of the restart to Arnie at the 
finish whilst explaining how he run out of 
tyres and just drove off it, the video 
battery actually went flat during the 
making of said recording. With Keith 
Sanders not even moving, Aaron 
resorted to a pair of punctured tyres and 
with Tommy bouncing they made it. 
Stuart Highwood also got the class 7 off 
the evil restart, the restart was amazing 
as it lacked serious gradient and was 
possibly harder due to lack of weight 
transfer. 
 
After a drive through Riverton with a 
restart again for all classes it was the 
infamous High Bray with its large holes 
and tree roots. At this point I said to 
Jack Selwood I would be walking the 
Golf up the hill to save damage, Jack 
replied could I walk the Golf a little 
quicker!! Well it’s been a while but we 
made the top and didn’t have clue where 
to go. Sticker was a surprise fail here 
but was nursing the Escort after his 
exploits at Stoodleigh with no tyres left. 
 
Beggars Roost restart for all, no 
pressure limits again a lazy restart, and 
yes I failed it. 
 
The final section is Floyd’s Bank which 
decided the overall in favour of Dan 
Keat with Ian Cundy alongside with the 
only clean sheet on the day, Stuart 
Highwood scored 3 on Floyd’s and took 
class 7, Andrew Rippon secured class 6 
with a dropped point from the hard 
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The 2016 Cotswold Clouds by 
Martin Grindrod + Jak Philips 
+ Peugeot 205 GTi 
 

I  can vividly remember my godfather, 
whom I always knew as Uncle Ken, 
extolling the virtues of his newly 
acquired Austin 1100, he bought it in 

1968 to replace ‘Black Bess’ a lovely 
shiny black split screen Morris Minor 
with bright red interior.  
 
At the time the 1100 looked very modern 
to this particular 10 year old, “It’s front 
wheel drive and much better in the 
snow” he announced with utter 
confidence, a statement that lingered in 
the back of my mind as I worked through 
a lifetime of rear wheel drive cars from 
the A30 I passed my driving test in (I am 
sure I only passed because the 
examiner didn’t fancy having to do a 
retest in it; “No seat belts sir, Hmm”), 
Morris Minor, Hillman Californian, 
various Midgets, Dolomite Sprint, 
various Cortinas a V8 SD1 and my 
current weapon of choice a TVR 350i 
Wedge. 
 
So when Charlie Knifton’s 205 GTi came 
on the market Uncle Ken’s words of 
wisdom regarding the superior traction of 
front wheel drive came to mind and, 
combined with post-Christmas boredom, 
a deal was done, what could possibly go 
wrong! 
 

With the Cotswold Clouds only a few 
weeks away the car was passed to Gary 
Browning to prepare it for its first outing 
under new management, while Gary was 
working his spanners I busied myself 
with the other essentials;  
 
First on the list was passenger! No 
problem on that score, my mountain bike 
riding buddy, Jak, is always up for 
mischief, he is half my age, keen as 
mustard and borderline insane, a bit like 
a mini-me. 
Now Jak and I have always taken a 
scientific approach to our MTB rides, in 
particular the catering which has 
become incredibly complex with a 
myriad of gels, drinks, power bars and 
other items to be selected. For the 
Clouds we analysed our likely energy 
usage, plotted it against time to give a 
definitive refuelling profile, factored in 
Body Mass Index, climatic conditions 
and a variety of other factors and 
decided that 2 bags of Haribo would be 
needed! 
 
Gary worked his magic on the GTi 
which, since it hadn’t been used for quite 
a while, was a bit like bringing an old 
dinosaur back to life! An annoying 
misfire was fixed by replacing the 
ignition coil and, after a dose of injector 
cleaner and a tank full of fresh fuel, the 
GTi was back on form, even the heater 
was working! 
 
I managed about 150 miles around the 
lanes in the days before the Clouds to 

charging Stephen Glover who cleaned 
Floyd’s but finished 2 points behind. 
 
Aaron Haizelden wrapped up class 5 
with 1 point dropped on the bank, with 
faster special test times he would have 
beaten Dan to overall, Gary Price took 
class 4 and Colin overcame Sticker to 
take class 3 by six points and finished 

4th overall Bill and yours truly took their 
respective class wins. 
 
Many thanks to all concerned and the 
marshals for giving up their time freely. 
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make sure everything was sorted, there 
is a huge grin-factor when driving a GTi, 
especially one with an oversize engine, 
no wonder they were such an item of 
desire back in the 80s, I wasn’t sure if I 
should go to the trial or collect Jak and 
go to a night-club!  
 
Torrential rain in the days before the trial 
and all day Saturday kept me nervously 
checking my phone fully expecting a 
message that the trial had been 
cancelled! Clerk of the Course Carl held 
his nerve and it paid off, Sunday 
dawned damp and with the prospect of 
staying dry until mid-afternoon. 
 
Since he was coming from Gloucester I 
had arranged to meet Jak at SKF and 
right on time he parked up and came 
bounding over to the car like an 
overexcited labrador puppy, I had 
suggested dressing appropriately for 
wet weather so he was wearing a 
waterproof coat and…...shorts! His 
reasoning was that his legs would dry 
quicker than wet trousers, I did mention 
borderline insane didn’tI!! 
 
Within minutes of leaving SKF we 
arrived at The Fromebridge for signing 
on, the car park was mostly underwater 
and the bridge over the river almost 
breached!. It was touch and go during 
the night that the place might flood!!  
 
With the signing on complete and the 
route amendments noted it was time to 
power-up Jak with a strong coffee and 
two bacon butties, after all we didn’t 
want to dig into our Haribo reserves too 
soon! 
 
At the appointed time we were ushered 
to the start line by Jackie Browning who 
declined our offer of a lift to a night-club 
and were soon flagged off by President 
Brian Moss. The drive to the first hill 
gave us a chance to sort out logistics 
regarding letting down tyres; Jak in 
charge of valve caps, me in charge of 

pressure gauge! Pumping up; Jak in 
charge of valve caps and nearside 
wheel, me in charge of offside!  
 
Right on time we arrived at the 
approach to the first hill, Alf’s Delight, to 
find everyone in front letting down tyres 
while still on the road, amateurs! my 
superior front wheel drive will climb the 
muddy slope to the hill on road 
pressures! But since I was stopped I let 
the tyres down, it seemed the polite 
thing to do! Charlie’s advice on tyre 
pressures was fiendishly simple; since 
the GTi was rather like a Beetle going 
backwards, with similar weight on the 
driving wheels, use pretty much the 
same pressures as I would use in the 
Beetle!  
 
Alf’s Delight wasn’t quite the same route 
as used on the Mechanics, we were to 
drive the top track only. With pressures 
all set we were off, my first ever off road 
experience in a front wheel drive car, 
well not quite. I once had the dubious 
pleasure of driving the bosses Austin 
Ambassador, a warmed over Austin 
Princess with a 2 litre twin-carb engine, 
to the Royal Aircraft Establishment in 
Bedford. I was pressing on a bit heading 
out of Winchcombe when I gave it a bit 
of right foot only to find the vicious 
torque steer sent the car on a trajectory 
that took me over a grass verge and into 
a corn field, fortunately no damage 
except to my nerves! 
 
Alf’s held no such terrors and was 
despatched in fine fashion although very 
slippery. 
 
In order to speed things up Carl had 
arranged a split route, odd numbers 
would go to Crooked Mustard then Axe 
with the evens doing the reverse. We 
drove up to the start line of Mustard with 
no problem on road pressures which, 
with hindsight, probably clouded my 
judgement about tyre pressures, I went 
for a slightly higher pressure bearing in 
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mind the rock step but in the event didn’t 
make it to the first corner as I simply 
couldn’t get enough speed. 
 
I never failed Axe in the Beetle and was 
determined not to have to reverse down 
this time! There was a bit of a delay as 
an X90 reversed down but we were 
soon off the line and using the technique 
‘Drive it like you stole it’ made a spirited 
climb to the top! What was a surprise 
was how dug out the middle section was 
after just a few cars! 
 
By now I was getting a feel for the tyre 
pressures and the rather different 
driving technique, the GTi has more 
than twice the power of the Beetle which 
you had to keep wound up, with the GTi 
I could lift off and reapply throttle which 
proved very effective in finding grip, I 
could feel the car surge forward as it 
found grip as the revs dropped, I used 
this technique to great effect on the 
Ladder to make a clear run and 
obviously impressed a spectator who 
can be seen demonstrating my right foot 
on-off technique to his mate in the 
YouTube video! 
 
I first rode up Ham Mill back in 1981 
(ish) when, for the first and only time, 
the Cotswold Clouds included bikes, I 
must be one of only a handful of folks 
who have completed the event on 2 and 
4 wheels! My plan was to go high on the 
first climb then let the front slide down to 
point the car across hill, drive across to 
the righthand edge of the hill to get up 
some speed to tackle the exit. This plan 
worked perfectly until I saw what I can 
only describe as a large sinkhole in the 
middle of the track! I tried to get the car 
to straddle the hole but at that precise 
moment the recently fitted fuse I had 
installed in the feed to the power 
steering pump popped and all of a 
sudden I was wrestling with the Queen 
Mary!! The front offside wheel fell into 
the sinkhole with such a terrific bang 
that I was certain the tyre was off so I 

stopped to check rather risk further 
damage. Miraculously the tyre was still 
on and inflated with the rim completely 
flattened, after rolling back to get a run-
up the car sailed up the hill.  
 
Parked at the top of Ham Mill Jak was 
torn between changing the wheel and 
the lure of Winstones strawberry ice 
cream, we came to a compromise, he 
helped to change the wheel, for-going 
the ice cream in return for extra Haribo 
rations! 
 
Heartwood was the next hill, I had not 
tackled this before, it looked slick but, 
watching the cars in front, it looked quite 
smooth, so with tyres suitably flat we 
sped off the line. As we approached the 
hill I had a Zen like experience, or more 
accurately a Star Wars type experience, 
except instead of Yoda saying “use the 
force” it was Charlie “use second gear” 
not being one to question divine 
intervention I hooked second and was 
rewarded with a good climb to claim a 1! 
 
Wicked Juniper had been cancelled as 
the field below the hill was extremely 
wet so it was into the woods off Bulls 
Cross for three hills, Sawmills, 
Pheasants Run and Fred’s Folly, the 
ground was very wet but the routing 
worked well and we made timely 
progress around the woods.  
 
Sawmills had a downhill start before 
turning sharp left for the main climb, it 
was here that I had my first case of front 
wheel drive understeer making it difficult 
to get aimed up the hill but it was a 
useful learning experience and I know 
what to do next year!! 
 
Pheasants Run was slick, we made a 
good climb on a par with the rest of 
class 1. Reversing back down 
Pheasants Run requires a leap of faith 
in that you have to keep the wheels in 
the ruts and ignore the temptation to use 
some right lock even as the rear of the 
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car heads towards a tree on the left that 
I once impaled the Beetle on! 
 
Fred’s Folly was a steady climb with no 
drama, the route back involved another 
long drive around the woods which was 
very enjoyable! 
 
Merves Swerve is another classic hill 
that was originally a byway, being an 
early number the start line was very 
slick and it was probably another section 
that would have benefited from second 
gear, I have made a note for next year! 
 
Climperwell was slimey as usual, we 
had no problem with the restart and I 
knew from experience that it is essential 
to get some speed in order to clear the 
end climb, the GTi went full steam 
ahead and turned into a Scalextric car 
following the ruts and completely 
ignoring my input from the steering 
wheel much to the delight of Jak who 
found the whole experience highly 
entertaining! In fact he didn’t stop 
laughing until we were almost at Bull 
Banks! 
 
What can I say about Bull Banks? 
Manned by the Buckles, all of them top 
front wheel drive experts, failure here 
would be most embarrassing! As it 
happened I misjudged the length or 
rather the shortness of the GTi and 
overran the restart line, in any event we 
didn’t get away but that didn’t really 
matter. 
 
We completed the Bull Banks special 
test in leisurely fashion carefully 
avoiding hitting the posts and for safety 
reversed quite a way back down the 
track from the B line to make sure we 
got away, the surface was very slick and 
probably better for later runners. 
 
We arrived at Cowcombe to find the 
front runners parked up and Clerk of the 
Course, Carl, in earnest discussion with 
Nigel Moss, a car had become wedged 
across a track and had to be winched 

clear. I have ridden trials bikes a lot of in 
Cowcombe over the years and know 
from experience that it can be a 
treacherous place with many of the 
tracks cambered such that you can 
easily slide downhill, not a place to end 
up ‘off piste’. Carl’s decision to cancel 
the hills in Cowcombe was absolutely 
correct although it did leave us feeling 
slightly deflated, clearly the GTi felt the 
same way and promptly deflated a front 
tyre! Jak needed no bribing with Haribo 
this time as he sprang into life and the 
wheel was changed in double quick 
time. 
 
So that was it, my first trial completed in 
class 1, but what of Uncle Ken’s 
assertion of the superior grip of front 
wheel drive? Comparing my results with 
previous years driving the Beetle I would 
say probably no, but then back in 1968 I 
am sure his Austin 1100 compared to 
his Morris Minor on cross-plies probably 
yes! So we will call it a draw!! I did learn 
a great deal, our final score wasn’t too 
shabby, the GTi survived, for the first 
time ever I used both spare wheels, Jak 
bounced off home very happy still 
laughing about Climperwell and both of 
us look forward to the next one! 
 
P.S., Uncle Ken kept his 1100 for 15 
years, he replaced with… pause for 
drum roll… an Allegro which gave 
sterling service and eventually out-lived 
him! 
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Championship 
Chat 
 

W ell it’s been about fourteen 
or so years since I last wrote 
about the Championship 
tables and although some 

things have changed, others certainly 
haven’t. In some cases the cars and 
drivers are exactly the same and still 
fighting for the top places, namely Bill 
Bennett, Dudley Sterry, Sticker Martin 
and David Haizelden.  
 
There are also familiar names in the 
drivers’ Championship, but in the last 
fourteen years they have changed from 
sitting in the back (or front) of their 
father’s cars to driving themselves, as is 
the case for Aaron Haizelden and Craig 
Allen. In the Navigators league therefore 
we no-longer have Aaron fighting for one 
of the top positions, but it’s good to see 
Liz Bennett is still there, who if I recall 
correctly was in the same position this 
time in 2002!  
 
Back then the viability of class 5 was 
being questions in ACTC meetings. It 
was argued that class sizes come and go 
and fortunately it was retained as it is 
now regularly larger in size than any 
other. 
 
In relation to the bikes, I’d like to say a lot 
of familiar names from the early 2000s 
are still there, but so far we only have 
seven registered bike contenders, five in 
the Pouncy League and two in the Red 
Rose Bowl championship. It is nice to 
see “Buster” Griffin as one of those 
names however, as he was one of the 
main protagonists when I first took 
charge of the tables in 1998. 
 
I’m also delighted to say that our one 
female rider, Kathy Martin, looks to be 

taking on the men with some success. 
Currently leading the Pouncy league 
over last year’s winner Phil Sanders and 
possibly extending that lead further when 
the Chairman’s results are added. 
Hopefully she’ll soon have Xanthia 
Petherick out there with her, once she 
has recovered from her recent bike and 
horse related injuries.  
 
I’ll let the tables pretty much speak for 
themselves, but must mention the 
younger Haizelden again, who has put in 
some stand-out performances already 
this season. Until he skipped the 
Northern he was leading the Wheelspin 
and perhaps he can achieve what his 
Dad never has and win it outright. As 
Murray Walker used to say, “there’s still 
a very long way to go and anything can 
and will happen”!  
 
As this is the first time I’ve done the 
tables in so many years, please check 
then carefully and contact me if you think 
any of your scores are incorrect as soon 
as possible. 
 
 
Engines, engines, 
engines…. 
 
As alluded to in Giles Jottings, there is 
an item on the ACTC agenda for the next 
meeting to finalise a decision on modern 
engines in classic cars. This is a 
significant decision in terms of what will 
be allowed in future years and potentially 
the direction the sport moves. 
 
Although various comments have been 
made referring to the banning of Duratec 
engines, this is something of a 
misnomer. What is being suggested is 
that engines that weren’t available during 
the period in which the model of car was 
made should not be allowable moving 
forwards, within the class they are 
currently being used. 
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This last point is the most important to 
take on board. There is no suggestion 
that there is any intention to ban any of 
the cars that are currently competing, 
but that in most cases they would be 
moved to class 7, as they would be 
considered to be modified beyond 
permitted limits. This change would also 
not happen overnight as the rules and 
procedures would prohibit the move for 
a minimum of two years and the 
decision may be made to extend this 
further. 
 
Cars such as the Ford Escort or 
Scimitar SS1s running such engines 
would therefore have the option of 
moving to class 7, or, staying in their 
current class but reverting back to the 
engines available as standard with 
further tuning available.  
 
There are strong arguments on both 
sides and I would ask everyone to look 
at these from an impartial view and with 
regards the good of the sport as a 
whole. The two most argued cases 
appear to be cost and power. 
 
In terms of cost, those who are in favour 
of the modern engines point to their 
reliability and availability. If we are to 
encourage new blood into the sport, 
should this not be exactly what we are 
trying to find in terms of a cars power 
plant? Finding a good used Duratec 
engine at the local scrapyard, or on 
eBay should be a relatively cheap and 
easy task. Finding a similar original 
crossflow engine for an escort is a 
different matter. 
 
The counter argument however, is that 
no-one really uses the standard engine 
out of the box and it is just the basis for 
building something more extreme. 
Building a fire breathing Duratec engine 
can therefore cost a considerable 
amount and there is a risk that once one 
competitor installed one, all others need 
to follow. In addition, is it fair that certain 
classics can fit a modern engine 

whereas for other classics in that class, 
such options aren’t available?  
 
In terms of power, the debate follows on 
from that of cost. The Duratec (and I 
apologise for continually using this one 
engine as the example but it is the one 
most commonly debated) can put out a 
lot of power at relatively low cost, but do 
we want the future of the sport to be 
based on more and more powerful 
engines. Traditionalists would typically 
argue not!  
 
However, if you are new to the sport 
having a car with some decent horse 
power at least gets you started on the 
road to climbing some hills. It can also 
be argued as per the Pirelli advert, that 
“power is nothing without control”. So 
anyone who goes to extremes will soon 
revert back again if they can’t get the 
accompanying grip. 
 
There are many, many more reasons for 
and against the proposal, but I feel we 
shouldn’t be looking at where we are 
now and who has or hasn’t done what to 
their cars, but rather where are we going 
with the sport and where we want it to 
be in ten or twenty years’ time. 
 
Are we making it harder to encourage 
new competitors and making it more 
expensive for current competitors by 
allowing the modern engines, or are we 
making it harder to encourage and 
retain them by moving them to class 7?  
 
Remember these engines aren’t being 
banned, just the class in which they are 
competing would change. 
 
It’s your decision, but you can only 
make it by letting your clubs know, so 
that the relevant delegate can vote on 
your behalf 
 

Giles 
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*  Member club events with restrictions as to which clubs are invited or which vehicles are eligible 
 

PLEASE NOTE DATES ARE PROVISIONAL 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 


